BROAD BEACH GEOLOGIC HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT
REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
Sunday, January 22, 2012 at 1:00 p.m.
Malibu West Beach Club30756 Pacific Coast Highway, Malibu, California 90265
Closed Sessions Matters — None
Under this item, the GHAD Board shall meet in a closed session to discuss matters pursuant to
Government Code Sections 54956.8 and 54956.9 (a).
Regular Session Matters
1) Call to Order
2) Roll Call
3) Adoption of Agenda
4) Approve Summary of Actions from December 11, 2011 Meeting
Recommendation: Chair to conduct vote on approving Summary of Actions from

December 11, 2011 Meeting. If passed, Chair to sign Summary of Actions.
5) Ceremonial/Presentations

None.
6) Public Comments on Items Not on the Agenda
Communications from the public concerning matters which are not on the agenda but
for which the GHAD Board has subject matter jurisdiction. The GHAD Board may
not act on these matters except to refer the matters to staff or schedule the matters for
a future agenda.
7) Consent Calendar

None.
8) Old Business

a.

Report on receipt of TPOA certification of amount of pre-November 6,
2011 beach restoration expenses transferred to GHAD. (GHAD
Clerk/GHAD Special Counsel).

Recommendation: If certification completed, accept certification from
TPOA and move forward in accordance with Resolution No. 2011/04.
b.

Report on Agency Response to letters describing application transfers
from TPOA to GHAD and requested follow up. (GHAD Project Counsel)

c.

Consider financial and accounting checks, balances, and reviews (i.e.,
Bank Account, Co-signatures on checks and other financial controls)
(GHAD Manager).

Recommendation: Discussion of proposed protocols received from
ENGEO and other controls.
d.

Report on Permitting and Regulatory Process, including CCC visit of
January 12, 2012 (GHAD Project Counsel).

e.

Discussion of Budget Shortfall and Proposed Corrective Measures
(GHAD Manager/GHAD Clerk).

9) New Business

a.

Malibu West Assessment Invoicing-- In lieu of Property Tax line item
(GHAD Project Counsel)

b.

Discussion of recent correspondence exchanged with counsel for
Malibu - Broad Beach S-1, LLC, a California limited liability company;
Mark Magidson, as Trustee of the Mark Magidson Trust of 1987 (2006
Restatement); Kenterra VI, L.P and subsequent letter from "Friends of
Broad Beach" to GHAD property owners (GHAD Project Counsel,
GHAD Special Counsel).

10) Public Hearings

a.

Declaration of Intention to Order Assessment. Review and consider
adoption of resolution declaring intention to order an assessment within
the GHAD district, and fixing a hearing date of March 11, 2012 to
consider the proposed assessment and any protest against same. Includes
receipt of Engineer's Report. Receive public comments. (GHAD Special
Counsel) (Staff Report completed).

Recommendation: Board Members to review and consider adoption of
Resolution No. 2012/01 declaring intention to order an assessment within
the GHAD district, and fixing a hearing date of March 11, 2012 to
consider the proposed assessment and any protest against the assessment.
11) GHAD Boardmember Reports

12) Future Meetings
Next Meetings: February 12, 2012; 9:00 a.m. Location: TBA
March 11, 2012; 1:00 p.m. Location: 30756 Pacific Coast Highway,
Malibu, CA
13) Adjournment

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS
BROAD BEACH GEOLOGICAL HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT
REGULAR MEETING
DECEMBER 11, 2011
31330 BROAD BEACH ROAD
1.

CALL TO ORDER
Chair Karno called the meeting to order at 9:17 a.m.

2.

ROLL CALL

PRESENT: Chair Karno, Vice Chair Grossman, Board Member: Marquis. Board
Member Lotman arrived at approximately 9:35 a.m.
ABSENT: Levitan, Advisor Goss.
ALSO PRESENT (not Board Members and not subject to Roll Call): Ken Ehrlich, Tom
Levyn, Lynne Norton, Allen Mutchnik, Bill Curtis, Nancy Hastings, Robert Cameron, Casey
Zweig, Cindy Vandor, Ronald Vandor, Debbie Rosenberg, Ken Norvet, and Ann Forkeotes.
GHAD Council Patricia Curtin and GHAD Manager Uri Eliahu participated by telephone.
3.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

The Board Members unanimously approved the agenda with no changes. Ken Ehrlich
reported that the meeting agenda was posted at 8:50 a.m. on Thursday, December 8, 2011, within
the boundaries of the GHAD.
4.

APPROVED SUMMARY OF ACTIONS FROM NOVEMBER 6, 2011 MEETING

Vice Chair Grossman moved, and Board Member Marquis seconded, the approval of the
Summary of Actions from the November 6, 2011 meeting. The motion passed 3-0.
5.

CEREMONIAL PRESENTATIONS
None.

6.

PUBLIC COMMENT ON ITEMS NOT ON THE AGENDA

Casey Zweig, City of Malibu Coastal Preservation Specialist, addressed the meeting. Ms.
Zweig stated that she provides water quality counseling and compliance assistance to property
owners on behalf of the City of Malibu and serves as a resource for the entire community. Ms.
Zweig mentioned that she would be available to the public for consultations and questions.
Nancy Hastings from the Surfrider Foundation addressed the meeting to state that her
organization is neutral, on the GHAD budget and proposed assessment, but is against the
existence of the rock revetment at Broad Beach. Ms. Hastings stated that her organization would
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work with the GHAD through the permitting process with the intent to remove the rock
revetment.
7.

CONSENT CALENDAR

None.
8.

OLD BUSINESS

a.
Report on Status of Transfer of Restoration Project Regulatory Applications
and Costs from the TPOA to the GHAD, and Presentation of Resolution No. 2011-04.

Special GRAD counsel Patricia Curtin reported that the amount previously expended by the
TPOA and to be transferred to the GRAD has been substantiated and backed up with
documentation, and that such amount was $2,153,239 as of September 12, 2011 and is
$2,332,211 as of this date. If the GHAD assumes this debt, the GHAD would purchase the work
product and other tangibles and intangibles related to the beach restoration project from the
TPOA. GHAD Manager Uri Eliahu reported that his firm, ENGEO, prepared the GHAD's Plan
of Control and Engineer's Report, and that his colleague, Jeff Adams, took the lead in preparing
the GRAD budget and text of the Engineer's Report. Vice Chair Grossman questioned whether
the proposed Resolution would obligate the GRAD to pay all or part of the $2,332,211 if no
funds for payment of same existed. Special Counsel Curtin responded that funds would. be paid
only as available. (At this point in the meeting, Board Member Lotman arrived). Vice.Chair
Grossman urged: the GHAD to obtain a certification to the best of the knowledge of the .TPOA
that the amount to be transferred is true and correct, and that such total amount for acquisition of
TPOA's costs incurred and paid by the TPOA until the GHAD became responsible for same is
$2,332,211.
Motion: Board Member Marquis moved that the GRAD Board adopt Resolution
2011\04 as amended. The Motion was seconded by Board Member Lotman.

The Chair Kamo then opened Resolution 2011-04 for public comment. Ronald Vandor
asked if the GHAD was seeking to transfer all of the costs incurred to date from the TPOA to the
GHAD. Special Counsel Curtin answered in the affirmative. Cindy Vandor asked if a property
has nothing to do with the "Petitioner", can it be forced into the GRAD? Chair Kamo stated that
public commenters are requested to comment on matters related to the GRAD and not seek to
enter into a question and answer session with the GRAD Board. Ms. Vandor continued that she
is a Malibu West homeowner, not part of the TPOA, and does not want to constitute part of the
GRAD. She stated that she would refuse to pay bills from the TPOA and does not want to be
part of the GHAD. Ms. Vandor stated her view that no emergency exists and that she is opposed
to the GRAD.
Debbie Rosenberg stated that she is a Malibu West resident, would like Malibu West to
withdraw from the GRAD, and asked how to accomplish same. Special Counsel Curtin advised
Ms. Rosenberg that Malibu West has its own counsel and she could consult with such counsel to
obtain the answer. Karen Norvet stated that she is a Malibu West resident and asserted that
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certain Malibu West owners do not agree with the Malibu West Board's position to support the
GHAD.
Ann Forkeotes stated that she is a Malibu West homeowner and is uninformed about the
GHAD. She does not know the function or purpose of the GHAD and, therefore, wants to stop
the process to allow herself to be informed. She wants to know what Malibu West is being asked
to pay before committing herself or any other Malibu West resident to support the GHAD.
GHAD Project Counsel Ehrlich explained that both the TPOA and the GHAD have met
with Malibu West representatives and Board members, including multiple presentations at
Malibu West's Board of Directors meetings, on at least five occasions in recent weeks and
months. Project Counsel Ehrlich emphasized that, on the day of the Malibu City Council's
formation of the GHAD, September 12, 2011, GHAD representatives met with Malibu West
representatives and their counsel for many hours. Board Member Lotman reiterated the GHAD's
historic outreach to Malibu West.
Chair Karno called the question. The Motion carried 4-0.

b.

Consideration of Financial and Accounting Checks and Balances

.

The GRAD Clerk reported that a checking account has been opened at Chase Bank at
Point Dume with the GHAD Clerk and a GHAD Board Member as required signatories. The
GHAD Clerk stated that she would get signature cards from the Bank for executionby GHAD
Board Members. The GHAD Manager stated that he would share typical GHAD fthancial
protocols with the GHAD Board.

Motion: Chair Karno moved that: (a) the GHAD shall retain an outside, independent
third party Certified Public Accountant (CPA) to review the GHAD's finances and monitor and
implement financial control measures for same, (b) in the interim and prior to the retention of an
independent CPA, the Chair shall review monthly bank statements and copies of all cancelled
checks, and (c) Board Member Marquis shall consider candidates for the independent CPA
reviewer within the next month. Board Member Lotman seconded the Motion. The Motion
carried 4-0.
9.

NEW BUSINESS
None.

10.

PUBLIC HEARINGS

a.
Declaration of Intent to Order Assessment. Special Counsel Curtin described
the process to implement the proposed GHAD levy and assessment. In general, the process
begins with the declaration of the intent to order an assessment, preparation and circulation of
ballots to all GHAD owners-- which includes documentation such as the Engineer's Report,
Notice and Ballot, and the proposed assessment itemized for each GHAD parcel. Special GHAD
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Counsel Curtin stated that, if approved, the balloting would close on February 5, 2012 at a public
hearing. If no majority protest exists, the assessment will be ordered.
GRAD Manager Eliahu stated that the benefit proposed by the beach restoration project
is proportional and based on linear frontage distance. There is no general benefit and, therefore,
no general benefit is part of the cost profile for the Project. GRAD Manager Eliahu further
stated that any general benefit is incidental to the proposed beach restoration project. Mr. Eliahu
further stated that approximately $2.3 - 2.6 million would be the annual steady state revenue for
the GHAD. The GHAD Manager further stated that, if the assessment is approved, the County
Tax Assessor would be asked to impose the assessment on property taxes within the GHAD.
Typically, the Assessor would need the necessary informatiOn by August for normal billing,
which is due in November and delinquent in December. GRAD Manager Eliahu related that,
under the present circumstances, the first dollars received by the assessment, if approved by the
GHAD owners, would be at the end of 2012 at the earliest. Mr. Eliahu stated that the GHAD
could chose to conduct a supplemental assessment for 2011/2012, which could potentially allow
the GRAD to pick up an additional three months of revenues from the 2011/2012 tax year.
The GHAD Manager continued that a short term budget deficit is anticipated to exist in
or about the first quarter of 2012. The GRAD is in immediate need of short term funds totaling
$1.3-$1.5 million to cover the shortfall between anticipated project permitting costs in the first
quarter of 2012 and funds on hand. Further, the GRAD Manager mentioned that the anticipated
income stream from property tax assessments would be inadequate to immediately repay the
`fair share" contributions and TPOA advances to date. The GHAD Manager reiterated that the
GHAD intends to repay die "fair share" contributions and TPOA advances, but would likely do
so from the revenue stream from the sale of bonds, if the GHAD Board chooses such a course of
action. The GRAD Manager stated that the GHAD's budgeting is based on an assumed 5%
interest rate for any bonds sold and the proposed assessment of $400 per linear foot of beach
frontage per year.
At this point, Chair Karno opened the agenda item for public comment. Cindy Vandor
expressed her displeasure with the proposed GHAD assessment and stated that she would
contest same. She specified her opposition to claimed "unending" costs and believes that the
GHAD has no cost cap in place. Among other comments, Ms. Vandor requested that Malibu
West be excluded from the GHAD.
Ronald Vandor asked if the TPOA is different from the GHAD and whether the proposed
GRAD budget includes the existing rock revetment. Vice Chair Grossman responded that the
TPOA is separate and distinct from the GRAD and that the GHAD budget includes nothing for
the installation or potential removal of the revetment. Vice Chair Grossman further stated that
Malibu West requested to be within the GRAD to better serve Malibu West's members and
customers and that Malibu West has nonetheless not yet paid any "fair share" contributions to
date. Vice Chair Grossman stated that Malibu West has, at the very least, a moral obligation to
make its long promised "fair share" contribution in the spirit of strong neighborly relations and
goodwill. Vice Chair Grossman further stated that all Broad Beach area property owners,
including Malibu West members and customers, would benefit from uniform lateral public
assess, an extended dry sandy beach, and properly restored dunes.
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Vice Chair Grossman further questioned the GRAD Manager regarding a potential short
term loan, specifically the amount and the identity of the lender. The GRAD Manager
responded that an approximate $2 million short term loan has been discussed with City National
Bank, but no loan commitment has been received.
Allan Mutchnik stated that the Engineer's Report contains provisions for backpassing of
sand within the GHAD boundaries as a means of extending the length of time between major
nourishment episodes and requested that the GRAD Board change such language in the
Engineer's Report to eliminate GRAD Board discretion for backpassing. Mr. Mutchnik
requested that the GRAD Board not have any discretion on backpassing as long as the objective
triggers for backpassing are met. Mr. Mutchnik stated that he would appreciate working with
GHAD staff to come up with suitable language for the Engineer's Report. Chair Karno advised
staff to work with Mr. Mutchnik to find suitable language.
Various Board Members then discussed proposed changes to the Engineer's Report in
accordance with Mr. Mutchnik's comments and staff input. It was agreed that the last sentence
of the third paragraph on page 8 of the Engineer's Report would be changed through "[o]nce
approved as part of the overall Project, the backpassing activities shall occur in accordance with
the objective triggers contained herein unless the backpassing activities are deemed infeasible
(fiscally or technically) by the Board following the Board's consideration of a written report from
the GHAD Engineer."
Without others coming forward with public comment on this agenda item, Chair Karno
brought the matter back to the Board and sought additional Board input. Vice Chair Grossman
expressed concern over the budget shortfall. He stated that interim financing may be worthwhile
if such financing would correspond with the. GRAD'S financial model and such financing could
retired by future bond payments -- if the GHAD Board approves same. In such a scenario, if the
bond does not issue, then the existing debts would be paid through GRAD assessments only and
the income stream provided by the assessment portion of future property tax payments.
Chair Karno stated that the temporary budget shortfall could be solved in three alternate
ways: (1) receipt of additional "fair share" contributions from GHAD property owners, (2)
individual GHAD property owners or a group of same who step up as to fill the short term
budget shortfall, and (3) a loan from an institutional lender, such as City National Bank. Chair
Karno stressed that City National Bank would be interested in further discussions of a short term
loan only if the proposed assessment is approved. Chair Karno then stated that, through March
2012, the GHAD anticipates a net total of $1,364,000 in permitting costs (including professional
bills) and the GHAD presently has $259,000 in its accounts, which translates to a $1.105 million
anticipated budget shortfall.
Motion: Board Member Lotman moved, and Board Member Marquis seconded, that the
Engineer's Report be approved with the aforementioned edit to page 8. The Motion carried 4-0.
Motion: Vice Chair Grossman then moved, and Board Member Marquis seconded, that
the Board approve Resolution No. 2011-05, as amended by inserting the location of the February
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5, 2012 GHAD Board Meeting at 31330 Broad Beach Road, Malibu, California 90265. The
Motion carried 4-0.
11.

GRAD BOARD MEMBER REPORTS
None.

12.

FUTURE MEETINGS.

The next GRAD Board meeting will be on January 15, 2012 at 31030 Broad Beach Road,
Malibu, California 90265.
13.

ADJOURNMENT

Board Member Marquis moved, and Board Member Lotman seconded, that the meeting
be adjourned. The meeting adjourned at approximately 1:22 p.m.
Approved and adopted by the Broad Beach GRAD
Board on January
, 2012.

NORTON KARNO, Chair
ATTEST:

BARBARA HAMM, MAD Clerk
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'rRANCAS PROPERTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION
c/o Real Property Mgmt. Co.
28990 Pacific Coast Highway, #107
Malibu, CA 90265

December 15, 2011

VIA E-MAIL (PCURTIN(a,WENDEL.COM ) .41. U.S. MAIL
Norton Kamo, Broad Beach GRAD Board
Chair
c/o Patricia E. Curtin
Wendel Rosen Black & Dean
1111 Broadway, 24th Floor
Oakland, CA 94607

Re:

Broad Beach Restoration Project

Dear Chair Kamo:
I am the Treasurer of the Trancas Property Owners Association ("TPOA"). I
attended the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Broad Beach Geological Hazard
Abatement District ("GHAD Board") on December 11, 2011 and am generally familiar with
GRAD Board Resolution No 2011/04 regarding the transfer of, among other things, work
product and pending agency applications from the TPOA to the GRAD. I have reviewed the
TPOA's books and records regarding the amounts incurred and paid by the TPOA for the
pending Broad Beach sand nourishment and dune restoration project ("Project"). I certify that, to
the best of my knowledge based on the documents reviewed, the TPOA incurred and paid
$2,332,211 for the Project.

Sincerely,

Marquis
ensurer, Trancas Property Owners Association
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

CURTIS L. FOSSUM, Executive Officer

CALIFORNIA STATE LANDS COMMISSION
100 Howe Avenue, Suite 100-South
Sacramento, CA 95825-8202

(916) 574-1800
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Contact Phone: (916) 574-2555
Contact PAX: (916) 574-1925
DATE: January 12, 2012

TE LECON ER MESSAGE
PLEASE DELIVER
ASAP TO:

Ken Ehrlich
Jeffer MangeIs Butler & Mitchell LLP
Fax No: (310) 203-0567

FROM:

Phone:

(310) 785-5395

Phone:

(916) 574-2555

Ken Foster

NUMBER OF PAGES (INCLUDING COVER):
ORIGINAL:

X

Will Follow

By:

3

KF

Will Not Follow

iv11SSAGE:

Ken, this letter provides info detailing what we will need from the
TPOA and BBGHAO in order to complete your request to change the
applicant for the Broad Beach project.

CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION
This facsimile transmission communication (FAX) from the Staff of the California State Lands Commission is intended for use only
by the individual or entity named as the recipient hereof and may contain Information which is privileged, confidential and exempt
from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the
message to the Intended recipient, you have received this transmission In error and are hereby noti -fied that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please notify this
office by telephone immediately at (916) 574-1900 and return the original message to us at the above address via the U.S. Postal
Service. Thank you for your cooperation.

RETURNOMONal
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December 12, 2012
File Ref: W26420
VIA U.S. MAIL AND FACSIMILE TO (310) 2030567
Kenneth A. Ehrlich
Jeffer Mange's Butler & Mitchell LLP
1900 Avenue of the Stars, 7 th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90067-4308 •
SUBJECT: Change of Applicants for the Broad Beach Restoration Project, City of
Malibu, Los Angeles County
Dear Mr. Ehrlich,
This letter is In response to your letter of November 18, 2011 requesting that staff
of the California State Lands Commission (Commission) recognize and accept an
assignment of interest in the above referenced project and application from the Trances
Property Owners Association (TPOA) to the Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement
District (BBGHAD).
On March 23, 2011, you submitted an application to Commission staff, on behalf

of the TPOA as one of its authorized agents, requesting a lease of state-owned
sovereign land for the subject project. As indicated in your letter, the BBGHAD now
desires to assume the TPOA's role as the project applicant.
In order for Commission staff to complete your request to have the BBGHAD
become the applicant for a lease of state-owned land for this project, the following
documentation must be provided:
•

A letter from the TPOA formally rescinding it's application;

•

An agreement, signed by authorized representatives of both organizations,
stating the TPOA's desire to relinquish its interest in the subject project and to
transfer all reports, maps, and any other supporting documentation provided or
requested in conjunction with the processing of the submitted application, along
with all funds provided and any outstanding monetary obligations associated with
the application and the project to the BBGHAD, and the BBGHAD's acceptance
thereof;
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•

A new completed application form, signed by an authorized representative of the
BBGHAD, identifying both the BBGHAD as the project applicant, and its
authorized agent(s) for the project, along with documentation from the BBGHAD
formally identifying such agent(s). Please be advised that the Commission's
application form was recently revised. A current copy of the form and guidelines
is included for your convenience; additional copies may be obtained from the
Commission's website at: http://www.slc.ca.crov/. The new application form will
be added to the existing application package, so copies of the supporting
documentation normally required with an application need not be submitted; and,

•

A Reimbursement Agreement signed by an authorized representative of the
BBGHAD. The appropriate Reimbursement Agreement will be provided by our
Accounting staff under separate cover. Please provide contact information for
the appropriate BBGHAD representative as soon as possible so that the
Reimbursement Agreement can be prepared and forwarded in a timely manner.

Should you have any questions regarding any of the above information, please
contact Shelli Haaf, Staff Counsel, at (916) 574-0453, or me at (916) 574-2555.
Sincerely,

Ken Foster
Public Land Management Specialist
Enclosures
cc:

Trancas Property Owners Association (without enclosures)
do Zan Marquis
Marquis Property Company, Ltd.
29169 Heathercliff Road, Suite 212
Malibu, CA 90265
Shelli Haaf- CSLC
Grace Kato- CSLC
Beth Pett- CSLC
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ENGEO

INCORPORATED

GEOTECHNICAL
ENVIRONMENTAL
WATER RESOURCES
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

Project No.

8588.000.000
December 15, 2011
Ms. Patricia Curtin
Wendel, Rosen, Black & Dean LLP
P.O. Box 2047
Oakland, CA 94604-2047
Mr. Kenneth Ehrlich
c/o Broad Beach GHAD
29169 Heathercliff Road, Suite 212
Malibu, CA 90265
Subject:

Broad Beach GHAD
Malibu, California
GHAD BUDGET PREPARATION, FUND DISBURSEMENT,
AND CHECK SIGNING PAWPOCOLS

Dear Ms. Curtin and Mr. Ehrlich:
As requested by the Board, we are providing sample guidelines for budget preparation,
disbursement of funds, ai# chcfk sign .g protocols for the Broad Beach Geologic Hazard
Abatement District (GHAD)Jin California. The methods described below are in use for
GHADs where ENGEO Incorikirated acts as the GHAD Manager.
Financial controls for the Broad Beach GHAD will have three main components: a pro forma
budget, an annual program budget, and accounting procedures. The pro forma budget for the
Broad Beach GRAD is a 40-year projection to allow the GHAD to achieve an adequate reserve
while funding ongoing administration, monitoring, maintenance, and improvements. Any
revisions to the pro forma budget should be reviewed by the GHAD Manager and the GRAD
Board of Directors. In general, the pro forma budget amount should be used as the basis for
preparation of the annual budget.
An annual program budget must be adopted by the GRAD Board of Directors each year.
Typically, the proposed annual budget would be prepared by the GHAD Manager in consultation
with the Board of Directors and GHAD Treasurer. The annual budget summarizes the anticipated
expenditures for next fiscal year. The budget should provide a clear statement comparing the
current fiscal year estimated reserve to the projection within the pro forma budget.

2010 Crow Canyon Place, Suite 250 • San Ramon, CA 94583 • (925) 866-9000 • Fax (888) 279-2698
www.engeo.com

Broad Beach GHAD
GHAD BUDGET PREPARATION, FUND DISBURSEMENT,
AND CHECK SIGNING PROTOCOLS

8588.000.000
December 15, 2011
Page 2

We recommend the following accounting procedures for the Broad Beach GHAD. These
procedures are currently maintained on ENGEO-managed GHADs.
Contracts and Task Authorizations
•

Documentation is maintained on all contracting practices.

•

GHAD contracts are reviewed by two authorized individuals within the GHAD Manager's
organization prior to issuance.

•

Task authorizations are issued for contracted work with verification that a signed contract has
been completed.

In addition, we recommend that the GHAD attorney review the form of a contract prior to use by
the GHAD manager, Board of Directors, or others.
Accounts Payable
•

Contract, task authorization, insurance certificate:), W-9, time, and materials are verified prior
to payment. This information is included op, the submitted invoice (see attached).

•

A request for payment and drafts-bn accounts (checks) must be signed by two authorized
persons

•

Payment requests are verifie -Compared to the annual program budget amount.

•

Quarterly reports from the CA HAT) treasurer are reviewed to track the actual expenses versus
the approved program budget.

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact us.
Very truly yours,
ENGEO Incorporated

Eric Harrell
eh/ue/jf:fimds
Attachment: Check and Journal Request Form

Uri Eliahu

charles SCHWAB

Check and Journal Request Form

INSTITUTIONAL

Page 1 of 2
investment Advisor ("IA") Information (This portion to be completed by IA.)

WATERMARK ASSET MANAGEMENT INC

IA Firm Name (please print):

Service Team: NorCal #2

IA Master Account Number: 8215516
Advisor Contact Information (if follow-up is required):

Note: This form cannot be used for distributions from Custodial, IRA, 403(b), Qualified Retirement Plan (QRP) or Keogh accounts. For these distributions, use
your Custodial account, IRA, 403(b) or QRP and Keogh distribution form.

1. Standing Instructions (Optional)
Please initial below only if you want your IA to initiate transfers to accounts of unlike registration. (An X is not sufficient.) You may revoke this
authorization by notifying Schwab.

Account Holder/Trustee/
Executor

I authorize Schwab to accept instructions from my IA to transfer funds from this
account as designated in Section 3. IA's authority does not include requesting
disbursements to other payee(s), Schwab accounts or other financial institution
accounts not identified below. I have previously granted my IA LPFA or WPFA authority
on this account. I hereby acknowledge that this authority is effective regardless of any
differences in payee(s) or registration between these two accounts.

Additional Account Holder/
Co-Trustee/Co-Executor

2. Schwab Account Information
0 Change existing instructions

Please check all that apply: 0) Implement new instructions
0 implement additional instructions
Schwab Account Number:

(

)Terminate existing instructions

4239-5995

Wendt Ranch Geologic Hazard Abatement District
Name(s) on Schwab account (List all names on the account.)

3. Distribution Instructions (Choose one.)
A. ( 0 .'Mail a check:

r

; To the address listed on my Schwab account, made payable to the account registration.
To the following address, which is different from the one listed on my Schwab account, made payable to the account registration.
Street Address

State

City

Zip

Memo (optional)

• To the following third party address, made payable to the third party.

White Oak Landscape, Inc.
Middle

Payee First Name

5552 La Ribera Street

Livermore
City

Street Address

Last

CA
State

94550
Zip

Invoice 210245
Memo (optional)

0 Use overnight delivery. (Optional. Fees apply. Call your IA for details.)
B. nJournal to Schwab account number:
Name(s) on Schwab account (List all names on the account.)

(?Move original cost basis with journal.
for cost basis in the "To' account (for accounts needing step-ups).

Use fair market value as of
(mm/t1d/ywy)

C '. This is a contribution to an IRA for tax year:
For Charles Schwab Use Only
Account Number
we
02008 Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. ('Schwab"). All rights reserved. Member SIPC.
Schwab institutionaV1 is a division of Schwab. FTA 060301120B-1600) APP12242-10(12/08)

Page 2 of 2

4. Frequency of Distribution: One Time, Periodic or Total
-

Call your investment advisor if you want to liquidate any securities in your account before this distribution is issued.
Choose one:
A. (li,bne-Time (on request)
C.,'Distribute entire money market fund balance.
6: :Distribute $

14,246.50

from my money market fund.

(T!Distribute specific shares of securities listed below.

C. Distribute, in certificate form, specific shares of securities listed below.*
If you indicated that you want securities distributed, please list the securities here.
Number of Shares

Name of Security

Number of Shares

Name of Security

(Please list additional securities on a separate sheet.)
'Periodic (on schedule)
Beginning

and continuing until I instruct otherwise, distribute $
(mm/dd/yyyy)

Frequency (choose one): riAleekly ('Semi monthly

_

from my money market fund.

(Monthly C Last business day of each month

('Every two months C:Quarterly C-Semi-annuaily ( —Annually
C. C:Total
(T.Please distribute entire account assets in kind. (For journal use only.)
("Distribute all cash equivalents and/or all securities in certificate form from my Schwab account.*
My Schwab account should (select one): 1_. 1 Be closed (account holder signature required) C
. ..'Remain open
*Allow approximately four to six weeks to process distributions of securities in certificate form. The value of the distribution (including securities)
is determined as of the closing price on the business day the distribution is issued. Schwab charges a per-certificate fee for physical stock
certificates. Please refer to the Charles Schwab Institutional') Pricing Guide for more information. Mutual funds, certificates of deposit and
Treasuries cannot be delivered in certificate form.

5. Please Read and Sign
By signing below, I acknowledge that Schwab will not process my distribution request if there are not sufficient available funds In the account.
I understand that Schwab reserves the right to terminate automatic transfers, at its election, for any reason. I certify that the information provided on
this form is correct, and Schwab may rely on my certification without further investigation or inquiry.
Note: Account hol er(s) MUST sign below if assets are moving to a party other than the account holder(s), or when requesting to close a Schwab account.

Lora Dominick

0111'

Date

Print Name

Eric Harrel!
Sigoatur A itiona

count Holder Co-Trustee/Co-Executor

Print Name

( moll ywi)
Date Og 05:11Aend
(mm/ d/Yriv)
Date

Signature: hwestment Advisor (if applicable and so authorized)

Print Name

(rom/Cid/MY)

Investment advisor may sign only if account holder has granted disbursement authority and the receiving account registration is Identical to the Schwab
account registration.'

we
©2008 Charles Schwab & Co., inc. ("Schwab"). All rights reserved. Member SlPC,
Schwab Institutional°, is a division of Schwab. FTA 06030 (22084600) APP1224240 (12/08)

Wendt Ranch GHAD
Check Distribution Request

Vendor:

Date:

White Oak Landscape, Inc.
Name

Send
Check to: 5552 La Ribera Street

4/5/2010

Vendor #:

59808

Tax ID #:

94-2659808

Address
Livermore, CA 94550
City, State, Zip Code

For the
Sum of:

Fourteen Thousand Two Hundred Forty Six and 50/100

Dollar $:

$14,246:50

As itemized Below:

-- cpnfra4:

Invoke:
Date

:

6/2/2010

'invoice #

Mil:14k. : iii6i44.:: : ., 4ii.iii4....
ed .:10.0141ito.: .:

:.AtinCoUrit: ;.• 'IieqUested:,.. Submitt

.Account :t. ' : .Ssertiqc0 .Pe4rptIOn.:: :,

Project #

2282

Preventative Maint. - Sediment
Removal

4063002009

PREVM&O SEDRE09

$2,148.00

$2,148.00

$0.00

2282

Preventative Maint. - Erosion
Repairs

4063002009

PREVM&O ERREPO9

$6,743.75

$5,393.75

$1,350.00

2282

Preventative Maint. - Erosion
Control

4063002009

PREVM&O ERCON09

$6,743.75

$5,618.75

$1,125.00

2282

Preventative Maint. - Trail, Fire
Break & Fence Maintenance

4063002009

PREVM&O TRAMA09

$15,000.00

210245

Phase #

Task #

$14,246.50

$0.00

$753.50

$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

■

.:T,Tolf0thIS:FIern.igit $14,246.50
The undersigned, under the penalty of perjury states: That the above claim and the items as therein set out are true and correct, that no part
thereof has been heretofore paid, and that the amount therein is justly due, and that the same is presented within one year after the fast item
thereof has accrued. Furthermore, the amount requested for the above-listed vendor are eligible under the GHAD agreement.

Date:

Authorized Signature:

Date:

Authorized Signature:
(Req Tres Two Authorized Signatures)

)lease send confirmation via e mail of check distribution to:

'or Watermark Use Only:
:heck and Journal Request Form

Y/N

\uthorized Signatures

Y/N

iubmitted to Schwab (date)

tpproved by:

Idorntnckgengeo.com

glz

/ 3

B/S1 10

White Oak Landscape

Invoice
June 2, 2010

Job Name: Wendt Ranch GlIAI
T

ENGEO
2010 Crow Canyon Place II 250
San Ramon, CA 94583

AK INVOICE 79 210245
White Oak job 4:

608

Attention: Eric Harrell
This is the fifth progress billing (JUNE 2010) for the above referenced job. Please review and contact
White Oak if you should have any questions.
%•Coniplete
Item Arnount
67%
67%
50%
50%
50%

$
$
$

5,100.00
36,978.00
2,500.00

$
$
$

1,032.00
3,564.00
1,322.00

Materials Supply (see attached detail)
$
Storage Container Rental
$
(18 months allowed per CCO, 1st month Rent to be January 2010)
Rental to be billed Quarterl Mar/June/Sept/Dec

5,393.75
1.350.00

100%
33%

58,003.75

62.1%

1) Maintenance of Roadway - Clearing of Vegetation
2) Fuel Transition Zones
3) Concrete Lined Drainage Ditch Cleaning
4) Earthen Drainage Ditch Cleaning
5) Detention Basin Maintenance
6) Northeast Bioretention Cell Maintenance - Mulch App
7) Northeast Bioretention Cell Maintenance - Seed Mix

764.00

.Ext ensidias
$
$
$
$

3,400.00
24,652.00
1,250.00
382.00
516.00

1;
3;

Change Orders
$

5,393.75
445.50

&AO&

a.

zoici
,00p
„wheat:an in lb $40.9L.}
r

-11m0;-rnatedisia,S.stopparting
...61%-uments..weriffed.estra
...RWAREMONettift4
Flatirtartiiiitedadialiefte
-

at

...Angeasntlits.

0OZ, a cl
Parred
TM/fidt0 1 -Tie Arnia,

Info. Only for Inv.4:
Gross amount =
Retention amount =
Invoice net amt =

$

Gross amount billed to date Less 0% retention =
Net amount billed to date =
Less previous payments =

210245
$14,246.50
0.00
$14,246.50

NET BALANCE DUE =

PLEASE INDICATE THE WHITE OAK INVOICE

36,039.25
$

36,039.25

$

36,039.25
21,792.75
14,246.50

0

$

# ON YOUR PAYMENT-THANK YOU

NOTICE-"Under the Mechanics' Lien Law (California Code of Civil Procedure, Section 1181 et seq.), any contractor, subcontractor, laborer,supplierorotherperson
who helps to improve your property but is not paid for his work or supp lies, has a right to enforce a claim against your property. This means that, after a court
hearing, your property could be sold by a court officer and the proceeds of the sale used to satisfy the indebtedness. This can happen even if you have paid your
own contractor in full, if the subcontractor, laborer, or supplier remains unpaid."

White Oak Landscape, Inc.
5552 La Ribera, Livermore, CA 94550-9277
925 /449-4500 FAX 925 / 4494616
License #397397

Job Name: Wendt Ranch GHAD

1106:00krj
Extension

6

1)
2)
3)
4)

3

2

5)
6)

3

2

2

1

7)

e)

2
2

1

9)

1

10)

EA
EA
EA

Maintenance Roadway - Clearing of Vegetation
Fuel Transition Zones
Concrete Lined Drainage Ditch Cleaning
EA Earthen Drainage DUO Cleaning
EA Detention Basin Maintenance
LS Northeast Bioretention Cell Maintenance - Mulch Application
LS Northeast Bioretention Cell Maintenance - Seed Mix

$1,700.00
$12,326.00
$1,250.00
$382.00
$516.00
$3,564.00
$1,322.00

$
5,100
$ 36,978
$
2,500
764
1,032
$
3,564
1,322
$

$3,400.00
$24,652.00
$1,250.00
$382.00
$516.00

11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
It)
19)
20)
21)

Wendt Ranch GHAD
Page 1

6/3/2010

Agenda Item
9 b.

Law Office of

James E. Hornstein
10111 Jefferson Boulevard
Telephone: 310.322-7487
Fax: -310.841-6936

Culver City, CA 90232-3509
E-mail: jimh@moldex.com

January 9, 2012

Via Email: (marshall.grossman@bingham.com)
Marshall Grossman
Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District
Re: - Assessment Ballot
Dear Marshall:
We appreciated the time you and Ken spent with us to clarify the GRAD Board positions on a
number of issues. Mark's preference is to be a positive force to achieve a solution that will be
supported by the majority of homeowners. As you probably know, my former firm represents
and has close relationships with a large number of other homeowners who reside at Broad
Beach. Although I have spoken to my former partners about these issues, our hope is that the
GRAD Board would be persuaded to give its full assurance to us so that we do not need to use
the resources of my former firm to contact those homeowners or their representatives to
persuade the GRAD of the logic and merit of these positions.
We need to have clarity and agreement on the issues below to support the assessment.
■ The GHAD must provide satisfactory assurances that it will not utilize its
condemnation powers to, among other things, grant any vertical easement(s) for access
to Broad Beach through any homeowner's property.
■ The GRAD must provide satisfactory assurances that no agreement will be entered
into with any governmental agency or body that allows the public to walk on the
environmentally sensitive dunes or grant pedestrians the right to pass on foot along a
trail on the restored dunes.
■ The GRAD will bring the final project, as approved by all governmental agencies or
bodies, to a vote of all members of the GHAD which vote must be passed by a 51%
majority of the lots comprising the GHAD.

The vote deadline is fast approaching and the homeowners are casting ballots.
Therefore, it is critical that the GRAD Board provide the affirmative response to this letter as
quickly as tomorrow, January 10, 2012.

Marshall Grossman, Esq.
January 9, 2012
Page 2
If the GHAD Board can provide the requested affirmative response, Mark is willing to
take action to publicly support the assessment and call other homeowners.
Please call me tomorrow to discuss this further. We appreciate your devotion of so
much time, energy and expertise to help save Broad Beach.
Very truly yours,

cc:

Mr. Mark Magidson
Ken Erlich, Esq.
Mark Levinson, Esq

BROAD BEACH GEOLOGICAL HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT

go Marquis Property Company, Ltd.
29169 Heathercliff Road, Suite 212
Malibu, C.A. 90265
(310)457- 6507
January 10, 2012
VIA E MAIL (iimhQmoldex.com) and U.S. MAIL
-

James Hornstein
Vice President/General Counsel
Moldex-Metric, Inc.
. 10111 W. Jefferson Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90232

Re:

Broad Beach Restoration Project
Response To January 9, 2012 Letter on Behalf of Magidsons

Dear Mr. Hornstein:
This letter responds to your January 9, 2012 letter to Broad Beach GRAD Board Vice
Chair Marshall Grossman.
It was my pleasure to meet this past Thursday with Mark Magidson, Mark Levinson,
and you. In your letter, you ask GRAD Board Vice Chair Marshall Grossman to state certain
positions of the GRAD. The GHAT) speaks as a governing board, as does any other
government entity. Therefore, it is not possible for the GRAD Board to consider and take a
position on the issues you raise in your proposed timeframe (by today). Each CHAD Board
meeting requires the requisite advance legal notice and the GRAD Board must conduct its
business in public at such meetings. The GRAD Board will meet this Sunday at 9:00 am at
the Grossman's residence, and the Magidson family and you are welcome to attend.
However, I aim pleased to address the issues you raise here.
I am not aware of the extent of your former law firm's general representation of some
of the many'homeowners on. Broad Beach. But, such representation does not surprise me.
What does surprise me is how that firm could use its "resources" to oppose the beach
restoration plan when all of its GRAD member clients are not necessarily opposed to the
beach replenishment project.
I genuinely doubt that anyone with a substantial investment in Broad Beach real
estate would prefer to vote this plan down with all the risk that such a vote would entail_ The
plan offers the opportunity for protection of the homes and their values over many years to
come. The existing rock revetment will remain and be buried as part of a large extended
sand dune. A restored, new and widened sandy beach will lie seaward of the restored dune
LA 3989728v1

James Hornstein, Esq.
January 10, 2012
Page 2
system. The intent is to restore Broad Beach's historic contours so that the beach will once •
again be inviting for resident families, kids, grandkids and visitors. It is also designed to
protect against the erosion of the beach and the erosion of Broad Beach property values as
well.
Please consider what happens if the vote fails. In that case, it is highly probable that
the Coastal Commission will order the existing rock revetment removed at homeowner
expense. Under the terms of the emergency permit issued by the Coastal Commission, the
rocks must be removed at homeowner expense once the permit expires. It remains difficult
to imagine anyone wanting to return to the days of spending $40,000 - 85,000 a year on sand
bags or other temporary remedies while concurrently subjecting themselves in a serial
manner to the discretion of the Coastal Commission for permission to protect their home.
With respect to the three issues you have raised, I am pleased to provide you with my
own personal views and to do all within my power as counsel to the GHAD to ensure that the
Magidsons' desires are effected:
1.
Potential GHAD Condemnation Powers: You have stated a concern over the
potential for the GHAD to consider exercising its condemnation powers to obtain vertical
access, in addition to the two existing County-owned vertical access areas, from Broad Beach
Road to the beach. The beach restoration project description distributed to all GHAD
property owners specifies the parameters and scope of the entire contemplated beach
restoration project. Nothing in that description permits or contemplates any condemnation or
acquisition of additional vertical access. No one to my knowledge has even suggested such a
thing. Among other laws, the Coastal Act and the Malibu Local Coastal Plan govern such
beach access— not the GHAD. No.public agency has approached the GHAD regarding
vertical beach access as part of the restoration project. Further, the GHAD must operate
within its budget. That budget is 100% devoted to beach restoration. There is not a penny
allocated to creating vertical access or for condemnation purposes.
Public Access to Dunes: Another request seeks an assurance that no
2.
agreement will be entered into that could allow the public to walk on the environmentally
sensitive dunes. Simply, the Project Description does not permit public access on the
restored dunes. The dunes are designated as an Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area
("ESHA") in the Malibu Local Coastal Plan and Local Implementation Plan. The Coastal
Commission largely wrote these documents for the City. These documents prohibit walking
on or disturbing ESHA. It has never been suggested in any of the many meetings I have
attended with the regulatory authorities that they intend to rewrite the ESHA law to permit
the destruction or degradation of the dunes by opening them up to foot traffic. In contrast,
certain agency staff members have suggested the installation of signage on and around the
restored dunes to the effect of "Environmentally Sensitive Restoration Area-- Keep Off'.

Regulatory staff have suggested that, when tides are so high as to prohibit people
from walking on the beach, they could be permitted to walk over the edge of the dunes. In
response, the project representatives have responded that even this limited suggestion is a
non-starter and invites opposition to the permit. In any event, this may be more of a

LA 8489728.4

James Hornstein, Esq.
January 10, 2012
Page 3
theoretical issue than not. If the beach itself is not passable because of storm action, it is not
likely that anyone would be recreating or seeking to recreate on the beach-- or even in the
area of the edge of the dunes. GRAD Board members are committed to the same position as
yours, but cannot guarantee what the Coastal Commission or other regulatory agencies may
require.
3.
GRAD Property Owner Vote Prior to Accepting Permit Package: You have
also suggested the concept of bringing any approved project to a full vote of the GHAD
membership and requiring an affirmative vote before accepting any, ermit. This may not be
lawful as it would be an impermissible delegation of the GRAD Board's duty to govern the
GRAD. By analogy, although on a different scale, a City Council or Board of Supervisors
cannot delegate their duty to vote to their constituents. As you know, there is a diverse and
representative group on the GHAD Board from every section of the beach. The GHAD
Board members are property owners themselves and share many, if not all, of the same
concerns as other GRAD property owners.
However, Vice Chair Grossman and I heard, and are receptive to, your concerns. We
appreciate your concerns and the time devoted to this process. Vice Chair Grossman has
stated his desire for the GRAD Board to consider and hear public testimony (all meetings are
open) prior to accepting or rejecting any permit issued by the Coastal Commission or Lands
Commission for the beach restoration project. At that time, the GRAD members can
communicate their views to, and suggest action(s) by, the members of the GRAD Board.
Under the law, the GRAD board must decide whether to accept or reject the permit, or
attempt to renegotiate its terms..
As you can readily see, the views expressed in this letter are aligned with those of
your client. Of course, you realize that neither the GRAD Board or I can act contrary to
existing laws. I trust and hope that the positions expressed here are sufficient to warrant your
client's support.

KE TH A. r ICH
BBGHAD Project Attorney
KAE:pjo
cc: BBGHAD Board Members
Barbara Hamm, BBGHAD Clerk
Patricia Curtin, Esq., BBGHAD Special Counsel
Uri Eliahu, BBGHAD Manager

LA 8489728vi

Greenberg
Traurig
.r1an.J. Abshez

17e:30.586; 3 873
FaX.:3,tEtb,1373
a.b.stiezaagdaw,corn

January 13, 2012
Board of Directors of the Broad Beach Geological Hazard Abatement District
do Marquis Property Company, Ltd.
29169 Hea.thercliff Road, Suite 212
Malibu, California 90265
Re: Broad Beach Restoration Project
Dear Members of the Board
We are writing On behalf of our client Kenterra VI, L.P., Whichis4he:osw-nerof 34$$
and 31406 Broad: Beach Road in Malibu, California to request that the Board of the Broad Beach
Opologfcall-faStd Al
DistrietrGHAV) -iininediatcly:. (i) terminate the election regarding
the proposed the proposed annual assessment described in Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Ahatenient
District Notice of Resolution No 2011105; and
notify all of theovinerS.Within the (MAD of such
termination in Writing:
As • the. Board. has most.likely already been advised by its legal counsel, the proposed
assessment and the underlying. engineer's report are fundanientgly and J.-obi -ably flawed and
Constitutionally infirm. Should the Board move. forward with the election or seek to impose
the impose.theaSsessitient, it will propel homeowners and the GRAD into time consuming
and costly litigation --- the (jute-oil-J.6:0f which will very likely confirm the constitutional
invalidity of the assessment. We believe
would be an irresponsible and unproductive
action.
.

However ardent in their belief that others should sharetheir vision for a major public
Works Object at Broad Beath, the proponents of such project must be aware that they cannot
lawfully use the .mechanism of a compulsory special assessment to force any unwilling.
private owner to .participate in funding
We look forward to the Board's prompt resolution of our client's concerns.
Very truly yours,

cc: Ms. Paula Kent Meehan

.reenherg:Teanrigthyagjicanayst

I-V9 I 1-9.5 A rkgele4: .Office

2450 ailciOdoAvenue i Suite 400E !Santa Monica, CA 90.404 I fre.1'3195.86..0.1.ax -.3103,86,1800 Uwww.gtravv.com .

JIVIBM

Jeffer Mangels
Butler & Mitchell

LLP

Kenneth A. Ehrlich
Direct: (310) 785-5395
Fax: (310) 712-3395
KEhriich@jrnbm.com

1900 Avenue of the Stars, 7th Floor
Los Angeles; California 90067-4308
(310) 203-8080 (310) 203-0567 Fax
www.jmbm.com
Ref: 72321-0001

January 13, 2012

VIA E MAIL (absheza(,01.aw.com) AND U.S. MAIL
Allan Abshez
Greenberg Traurig LLP
2450 Colorado Avenue, Suite 400 East
Santa Monica CA 90404
-

Re: Broad Beach Geological Hazard Abatement District ("BBGHAD");
Response to January 13, 2012 Letter Requesting Termination of
Pending Assessment Vote
Dear Mr. Abschez:

I am in receipt of your letter ofJanuary 13, 2012, in which your client Kenterra VI,
L.P. ("Kenterra") requests a termination of the pending vote on the BBGHAD's proposed
assessment for the Broad Beach restoration project.
Your letter is silent as to the purported flaws with the Engineer's Report and the
assessment. Please reply by return letter and specify how "the proposed assessment and the
underlying engineer's report are fundamentally and incurably flawed and constitutionally infirm."
In addition, your letter refers to your client's "concerns", but does not specify what they are. Please
do so in your return letter.
Very truly yo

KE
A. EHRLICH,
a Professional Corporation of
Jeffer Mangels Butler & Mitchell LLP

KAE:pjo-

A Limited Liability Law Partnership Including Professional Corporations / Los Angeles San Francisco - Orange County
LA 6510625%1

JAM- 15-2012 18:43 From:

To:13107123395

FRIENDS OF

BROAD BEACH
www.FriendsOfBroadBeach.com

January 12, 2012

Dear Marshall & Marlene,
As we begin the New Year, I hope this letter finds you and your family well. These are the times that we
are thankful for all the good fortune in our lives, including living in one of the most beautiful pleas In the
world.
But our beachside lifestyle is in danger of being destroyed by a major public works project whose
environmental impact has not been fully studied. As you know, the Broad Beach Geological Hazard
Abatement District (GHAD) is planning to expand Broad Beach to create a large public beach In front of
our homes. The proposal also calls for us, the residents, to accept a 20-year assessment to pay for the
creation and maintenance of the proposed beach expansion, with no guarantee that the beach will last
and not wash away over and over again during the assessment period. The burden Is also being placed on
us, as homeowners and private citizens, to pay for what will be a significant public amenity. Not only will
the State own the beach, but we may be required to pay for public toilets, parking and new vertical and
lateral access around our homes to facilitate public use of an expanded Broad Beach.
As a longtime resident of Broad Beach, I find It unsettling that this expansion is being proposed, and we
are being asked to immediately accept a 20-year assessment, without a full understanding of the impacts
to the local ecology, water, quality, surrounding neighborhoods, and overall quality of Broad Beach.
Significant Issues have not yet been resolved, including details for property rights of local homeowners,
and specific plans for public access, public parking, and public toilets.
frou received a ballot from the GHAD a few weeks ago. if you haven't voted yet, I urge you to please VOTE
If you have already sent your ballot and voted yes, it's not too late. State laws allow Vou
1
Withdraw your previous ballot and change your vote to NO. but you must•submit your NO voteTto 1%
FIA11 Clerk before 9 a.m. on:February 5, 2012. Please use the enclosed form and' stamped envelop
addressed to the GHAD Clerk to withdraw your previous yes vote and change your vote to NO. ?leas -el
Yeriktheinformation orrthe ballot before you send iti

NO.

Concerned residents, including myself, have created awebsite to seek input and educate stakeholders
about the Broad Beach Expansion project. Please visit www.FriendsofBroadBeach.com for more details
and please take a moment- to show your support for our efforts to make sure that we know all the facts
before we vote to tax ourselves to fund the expansion of Broad Beach.

Sincerely,

Paula Kent Meehan
Resident of Broad Beach

11845 West Olympic Blvd Suite 645 Los Angeles, CA 90064
117WW.Friends-OfBroadileach.com

Paae:2'4

JAN-15-2012 18:43 From:

To:13107123395

FRIENDS OF

BROAD BEACH
www.Friends0Proaditeach.com

Know the Facts!
The Broad Beach Geological Hazard Abatement District (GHADI is planning a major public Works project at
Broad Beach that will dramatically change the nature of our community. The CHAD is planning to expand
Broad Beach to create a large public beach in front of our homes without the homeowners first being
provided a full understanding of the environmental impacts of the project. The impacts to our
neighborhood, the local ecology, water quality, and surrounding communities are not yet known. Please
visit www.FrieridspfBroadBeach for more information.
•

The GHAD is proposing to develop a major public beach in front of our homes without a full
understanding of how this will impact our neighborhood, quality of life, and local ecology.

•

The proposal calls for us, as homeowners and private dtizens, to accept a 20-year assessment to
pay for the creation and maintenance of the proposed public beach expansion, with no
guarantee that the beach not wash away dud ng the assessment period-

.

Nat only will the State own the.beach, but we may be required to pay for public toilets, parking,
and new vertical and lateral access in the midst of.our homes and community to facilitate public
use of an expanded Broad Beath

.

The GHAD can condemn your property or any partof it for the project.

•

The impacts to the local ecology, water quality, surrounding neighborhoods, and beach
restoration are not yet known.

•

The effects of bringing in tons of sand can destroy intertidal biota, dune plants, and other
sensitive ecologies.

•

Neither the GHAD nor its engineers guarantee that their 20 million dollar assessment will keep
the beach from washing away for the 20-year period_

•

The State of California is not participating in the cost of creating and maintaining the beach.

•

Significant issues have not yet been resolved, including details far required improvements,
property rights of local homeowners, and plans fOr public access, parking, and toilets.

•

The Coastal Commission has already indicated Its interest in requiring Broad Beach homeowners
to remove their septic systems in exchange for project approval.

•

The Coastal Commission has already indicated its interest in requiring Broad Beach homeowners
to dedicate new public traits across their property with unknown effects to local property values
and no plan for maintenance of these trails.

•

No public agency has approved the Geological Hazard Abatement District's ambitious proposal,
and at this time, no one knows the project details, the full scope of agency requirements and
conditions, or what the full cost to Broad Beach homeowners will be.

11845 West Olympic Blvd Suite 645 Los Angeles: C4 90064
www.FrieudsOffiroadBeach.com

Page:3'4

To:13107123395

JAN-15-2012 18:43 From:

Page:4/4

WITHDRAWAL OF BALLOT APPROVING PROPOSED
ANNUAL ASSESSMENT AND VOTE AGAINST
PROPOSED ANNUAL ASSESSMENT
As the record owner(s) of that certain parcel(s) 4470-014-015 and commonly known as
31030 BROAD BEACH RD. , Malibu, California, 90265, 1/we ,,MARSHALL B.
GROSSMAN SzNIARLRINA B. GROSSMAN hereby:
WITHDRAW the ballot I/we previously submitted in favor of the proposed annual
benefit assessment described in Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District Notice
of Resolution No. 2011/05._ _
And vote as follows:
NO, I/we do not approve the proposed annual benefit asse.ssnaent described in Broad
Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District Notice of Resolution No. 2011/05.

MARSHALL B. GROSSMAN
Signature of Record Owner or Authorized
Representative of the above-identified parcels(s)

MARLENE B. GROSSMAN
Signature of Record Owner or Authorized
Representative of the above-identified parcels(s)
By signing above, T hereby declare under
penalty that I am/we are the record owner of the
parcel(s) above.

Mail or deliver sealed Ballot to:
Clerk of the Board of Directors,
Broad Beach. Geologic Hazard Abatement
District
clo Marquis Property Company, Ltd.
29169 Heathercliff Road, #212
Malibu, CA 90265

BROAD BEACH GEOLOGICAL HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT
c/o Marquis Property Company, Ltd.
29169 Heathercliff Road, Suite 212
Malibu, CA 90265
(310)457- 6507
January 15, 2012
VIA E-MAIL and U.S. MAIL
Broad Beach GHAD Property Owners
6525 Point Lechuza - 30708 Pacific Coast Highway
Malibu, CA 90265
Re:

Broad Beach Restoration Project
The Letter From the So-Called "Friends of Broad Beach"

Dear Broad Beach GHAD Property Owners:
You have likely received a letter from the so-called "Friends of Broad Beach",
a misleading attempt to convince you to oppose the beach restoration project. The Broad
Beach GHAD remains steadfastly supportive of the proposed beach restoration project. If
the beach restoration project does not proceed, then the protective rocks will most assuredly
be ordered removed and the beach will once again be decimated by storms and the properties
exposed to damage and risk of loss-- as occurred before the rocks went in. In such an event,
the costs and blight of ongoing sand bagging and other measures to protect the homes
(without any restoration of the beach) will confront all property owners over the years to
come, as will its impact on property values.
At every property owner meeting where there was a full and open discussion
of the beach restoration project, it has received the near unanimous support of all
homeowners present.
The sole signer of the form letter you received is Paula Kent-Meehan. She has
never attended any of the many general meetings of the TPOA or of the GHAD Board itself
where the beach restoration project has been discussed at length. Her two Broad Beach
homes have been up for sale since April 2010 and she has no apparent long term personal
stake in preserving the beach. In contrast, the five board members of the GHAD Board are
your neighbors and have a long term stake in the beach, including the safety and value of
their properties as well as yours.
The return address on the envelope does not identify the name of the
addressee. But the address is of that of Dakota Communications, a political consulting firm
specializing in political campaigns. Dakota Communication's record is not one to be proud
of Feel free to review the references cited below and judge for yourself whether you should
trust what the firm and Ms. Kent-Meehan have sent you..*
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The form letter is misleading, and its lack of candor is repeated and extended
on a website which the letter refers to-- a website likely set up by Dakota Communications as
well.
Contrary to the form letter and the related website, the beach restoration
project DOES NOT involve any new public access to the beach from Broad Beach Road
("vertical access"), public trails into the dune areas (which current law already prohibits),
toilets, parking or any structures of any kind, and no eminent domain or condemnation of
property. The photographs on the web site show hoards of people on a beach and a row of
portable toilets, an obvious effort to smear the project or scare you. What isn't disclosed is
that neither of these photographs were taken on Broad Beach. And there is surely no
provision or accommodation for same in the beach restoration plan. The Engineer's Report
and project budget, both of which you have received, do not include any of these items. It is
unfortunate that what may be one of your largest investments and sources of pleasure is dealt
with so cavalierly.
Anyone who suggests that the GHAD Board members, who are your
neighbors and fellow Broad Beach property owners, would spend money to create public
toilets, parking or vertical access is insulting your intelligence. Moreover, according to
project plans, the rebuilt dune area will extend some 40-60 feet seaward of the existing dunes,
seawalls and caissons, which will provide a wider beach for all to enjoy_ After the planned
restoration, beach visitors will recreate further away from the homes than now permitted.
This is not the first time there has been an effort by anonymous people using
the "Broad Beach" name in a misleading manner in development-related issues. Just a few
years ago, a resident of Broad Beach Road fronted for a developer in using a name similar to
that of the TPOA to create the false impression that our residents supported development on
the hillside just across Pacific Coast Highway. When that conduct was exposed, the
development was defeated by the TPOA.
Ms. Kent-Meehan has every right to be heard and her views considered. She
is being invited to meet and speak with you directly at the next GHAD. Board meeting. It
will be held on January 22, 2012 at 1:00 p.m. at the Malibu West Swim Club located at
30756 Pacific Coast Highway, at the intersection of Broad Beach Road and Pacific Coast
Highway. As usual, it is a public meeting and we encourage you and your advisors to attend.
At that time, the beach restoration project engineers and consultants will provide you with an
update on the project and also address the letter and website in greater detail.
Please refer to the prior mailings from the GHAD for a factually accurate
description of the beach restoration project.
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We hope you will attend the January 22nd GHAD Board meeting so that you
can evaluate the project for yourself. We look forward to seeing you.
Very truly yours,

KENNETH A. EHRLICH
BBGHAD Project Attorney
KAE:pjo
cc: Barbara Hamm, BBGHAD Clerk.
Russ Boudreau, Moffatt & Nichol
Patricia Curtin, Esq., BBGHAD Special Counsel
Uri Eliahu, BBGHAD Manager
As reported and cautioned on the Political Blogger 'website just last year about a
California statewide political campaign also run by Dakota Communications:
"And the "Californians Vote Green" slate mailer urges a "yes" vote on Proposition 16:
hardly a "green vote," as just about every environmental group in the state — including the
Sierra Club, Greenpeace, Environment California, the Earth Island Institute, the Planning
and Conservation League, and the California League of Conservation Voters — are dead
set against the, measure. This mailer is a product of Rick Taylor of Dakota
Communications, a Los Angeles political consulting firm.
"Please, voters: Read the fine print on whatever campaign literature you see,
because more often than not the advice it gives is bought and paid for by
someone other than the source you believe."

http://www.ibabuzz.com/politics/2010/06/03/beware-of-paid-slate-mailers-part-2/
For other references to the practices of Dakota Communications, you may wish to review
the following Internet sites:
http://www.sprawl-busters.com/search.php?readstory=2790
http://mopandbucket.blogspot.corn/2011/11/dakota-communications-in-running-tobe.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/al-norman/leaked-memos-turn-orange- b 58467.html?
http://www.newtimesslo.com/news/4465/green-bait/
htImawLsalc
reen

i
dan brelde/21:/0217/ .ol
p_AJI4ernailers and votitgg

http://www.laobserved.com/archive/2007/07/how it works home depot e.php
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Agenda Item
10 a.

TO:

BOARD OF DIRECTORS FOR BROAD BEACH GEOLOGIC HAZARD
ABATEMENT DISTRICT

FROM:

GRAD Special Counsel; GRAD Project Counsel

DATE:

January 19, 2012

ITEM NO. 10 (a) January 22, 2012 GHAD Board Meeting
SUBJECT: Adopt Resolution No. 2012/01 Declaring the Intention to Order an
Assessment Within the Territory of the Board Beach Geologic Hazard
Abatement District ("GRAD") and Fix a Hearing for March 11, 2012 to
Consider the Proposed Assessment and any Protests Against the Assessment

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:

1.

Conduct a Public Hearing on Resolution No. 2012101 Declaring the Intention to
Order an Assessment Within the Territory of the Board Beach Geologic Hazard
Abatement District ("GHAD") and Fix a Hearing for March 11, 2012 to Consider
the Proposed Assessment and any Protests Against the Assessment.

2.

Adopt Resolution No. 2012/01 and thereby:
Rescind Resolution No. 2011/05 adopted on December 11, 2011 declaring the
GRAD Board's intent to order an assessment and thereby cancel the public
hearing scheduled for February 5, 2012;
b.

Fix a Public Hearing for March 11, 2012 at 1:00 p.m. at 30756 Pacific Coast
Highway, Malibu, California to consider the proposed assessment and any
objections thereto as set forth in Resolution No. 2012/01;

c.

Direct the GHAD Clerk to mail the "Notice of Adoption of Resolution by the
Board of Directors of the Broad Beach GRAD" (attached as an exhibit to the
Resolution) to each property owner in the GHAD boundaries. A sealable
Ballot and the Engineer's Report (both included as attachments to the
Resolution) shall be attached to the Notice.

BACKGROUND:
In order to fund the Broad Beach Restoration Project (Project) as contemplated in the
GHAD's Plan of Control, on December 11, 2011, the GHAD Board adopted Resolution No.
2011/05 declaring its intention to impose an assessment on the property within the GHAD
boundaries and fixing a public hearing on February 5, 2012 to consider adoption of the proposed
assessment and any protests thereto. The assessment proposed by this action was based on an
Engineer's Report dated December 7, 2011. A Notice of Adoption of the Resolution was
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thereafter mailed to each property owner in the GRAD boundaries notifying them of the
proposed assessment and the February 5, 2011 hearing date. The Notice attached the December
7, 2011 Engineer's Report and other documents to support the proposed assessment as required
by state law.
Since the commencement of the assessment balloting in accordance with Resolution No.
2011/05, it has been learned and determined that surveying errors affecting four (4) parcels
within the GHAD exist in the Assessment Diagram attached as Exhibit "E" to the December 7,
2011 Engineer's Report. The proposed assessment is based on the amount of linear footage of
beach frontage on each parcel. The surveying errors could impact the amount of the proposed
assessment for those impacted parcels and could impact the special benefit analysis on the
parcels within the GHAD.
As a result, a report from an expert, independent third-party surveying firm was
conducted to confirm the survey method and beach frontage findings. Consistent with this
report, a revised Engineer's Report which includes revisions to the Assessment Diagram was
prepared and is dated January 18, 2012.
The assessment as proposed by the GHAD must reflect the special benefits conferred
onto the parcels: assessed. Here, the proposed assessment is_based on the amount of beach
frontage owned by each property owner. The revised Engineer's Report identified all the ibarcels
in the GHAD that would benefit from the Project. Once the parcels were identified, the GHAD,
through the. Engineer's Report, determined the proportionate special benefit to each property
owner in relation to the entire cost of constructing the Project improvements, of maintaining and
operating.those4mprovements, and all other property related services for the Project. The
.revised Engineer's Report reflects that the assessment on each.parcel will not exceed the
reasonable cost of the proportionate special benefit conferred.
REASONS FOR RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
It is recommended that the GHAD restart the assessment proceedings so that the new
proceedings are based on the revised Engineer's Report dated January 18, 2012. The GHAD
Board will start this process by holding a public hearing on proposed Resolution No. 2012/01,
which, if adopted, will supersede Resolution No. 2011/05 in total.
By adopting Resolution No. 2012/01, the Board will CANCEL the public hearing
scheduled for February 5, 2012 and fix a new public hearing for March 11, 2012 to consider the
proposed assessment and any protests thereto.
As shown in the revised Engineer's Report the total yearly estimated budget is
$2,487,200. If the assessment is adopted, it is anticipated that each parcel in the GHAD
boundaries will be assessed a maximum of $400 per linear foot per year, plus an annual
adjustment to reflect the percentage change in the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area Consumers
Price Index for All Urban Consumers. The assessment for each parcel will be levied beginning
the 2012 fiscal year, and may be subject to a supplemental assessment by the taxing authority for
the remaining portion of the 2011/2012 tax year. Unless the GHAD is terminated, the
assessment will continue to be levied in perpetuity.
2
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The revised Engineer's Report was prepared by a registered engineer certified in the State
of California, and describes in detail the reason for the assessment and the basis upon which the
amount of the proposed assessment was calculated. The Engineer's Report specifically sets forth
the yearly estimated budget, the total assessment that will be chargeable to the entire GHAD
territory, the beach frontage calculation of each parcel of property that forms the basis of the
assessment for that parcel, a description of the method used in formulating the proposed
assessment, and the reason for the proposed assessment.
Since the commencement of the assessment balloting in accordance with Resolution No.
2011/05, it has been learned and determined that surveying errors affecting four (4) parcels
within the GRAD exist in the Assessment Diagram attached as Exhibit "E" to the Engineer's
Report dated December 7, 2011 (the Engineer's Report dated December 7, 2011 was attached to
Resolution No. 2011/05 as Exhibit "1" and also attached to the Notice of Adoption of Resolution
by the Board of the Directors of the Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District
("Notice") circulated to the property owners within the GHAD on or about December 16, 2011).
Subsequently, the surveyor was directed to correct the errors, and the GHAD • retained a, thirdparty, independent surveyor to peer review the methodology used for the Assessment. Diagram
and confirm the linear beach frontage (in feet) specified on same. The GHAD has received a
report from this expert, independent third-party surveying firm which confirms the survey
method and beach frontage findings as specified in the Assessment Diagram contained within the
Engineer's Report dated January 19, 2012. (See, Assessment Diagram, Exhibit "E" to the
Engi
nee
gineer's
r's Report).

.

A.copy of the revised Engineer's Report and the report from the independent third-party
surveyor are available for inspection at the office of the GHAD Cldrk, Barbara Hamm, do
Marquis Property Company, 29169 Heathercliff Road, #212, Malibu, CA 90265.
If the Board adopts Resolution No. 2012/01, the GHAD Clerk will thereafter cause to be
mailed a Notice of Adoption of Resolution No. 2012/01 to each property owner in the GHAD
boundaries. The Notice will include a Sealable Ballot and the revised Engineer's Report. The
Notice will further notify each property owner of the amount of the total assessment, individual
assessment, the public hearing date of March 11, 2012 for the Board to consider the assessment
and all other information as required by law.

3
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THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF BROAD BEACH
GEOLOGIC HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT
Adopted this Resolution on January 22, 2012, by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
RESOLUTION NO. 2012/01
ADOPT RESOLUTION DECLARING THE INTENTION TO ORDER AN
ASSESSMENT WITHIN THE TERRITORY OF THE BROAD BEACH GEOLOGIC
HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT ("GHAD"), AND FIXING A HEARING FOR
MARCH 11, 2012 TO CONSIDER THE PROPOSED ASSESSMENT AND ANY
PROTESTS AGAINST THE PROPOSED ASSESSMENT.
WHEREAS, on September 12, 2011 the Malibu City Council adopted Resolution No.
11-41 approving and ordering the formation of the Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement
District ("GHAD") and appointing the following five landowners to serve as the initial Board of
Directors of the GHAD: Steven Levitan, Zan Marquis, Norton Karno, Marshall Grossman and
Jeff Lotman (GHAD Board);
WHEREAS, the GHAD Board recognizes that the GHAD is a political subdivision of
the State of California, governed in accordance with GHAD Law (Pub. Res. Code §§ 26500 et
seq.); and a legal entity that is separate and distinct from the City of Malibu and that the GHAD
operations are independent of the City functions;
WHEREAS, on November 6, 2011, the GHAD Board approved the Plan of Control, the
document that describes the duties and responsibilities of the GHAD;
WHEREAS, in order to pay for the cost and expenses of constructing and operating the
improvements for the GHAD, as described in the Plan of Control, pursuant to Public Resources
Code sections 26500 et seq., it will be necessary to provide for a reliable source of funding;
WHEREAS, Public Resources Code sections 26650 et seq. authorize, after a noticed
public hearing, the levy and collection of an assessment upon specially benefited property within
the GHAD to pay for the maintenance and operation of GRAD improvements. Article XIII(D)
of the California Constitution identifies additional requirements for the levy and collection of
assessments;
WHEREAS, on December 11, 2011, the GHAD Board held a public hearing and
adopted Resolution No. 2011/05, which, among other points, declared the GHAD Board's intent
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to order a proposed assessment within the territory of the GHAD and fixed a hearing date of
February 5, 2012 to consider the proposed assessment and any protests thereon; the proposed
assessment was based on the Engineer's Report dated December 7, 2011 and attached to
Resolution No. 2011/05.
WHEREAS, since the commencement of the proposed assessment balloting in
accordance with Resolution No. 2011/05, it has been learned and determined that minor
surveying errors affecting four (4) parcels and, in the aggregate, 1 foot of linear footage within
the GHAD exist in the Assessment Diagram attached as Exhibit "E" to the Engineer's Report
dated December 7, 2011 (the Engineer's Report dated December 7, 2011 was attached to
Resolution No. 2011/05 as Exhibit "1" and also attached to the Notice of Adoption of Resolution
by the Board of the Directors of the Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District
("Previous Notice") circulated to the property owners within the GHAD on or about December
16, 2011);
WHEREAS, the GHAD Board has commissioned a third party independent surveying
firm to peer review the methodology utilized in the original survey and its accuracy, and has
received a written report from that third-party independent surveying firm attesting to the
corrected Assessment Diagram and the underlying surveying method;
WHEREAS, the GHAD Board hereby intends for this Resolution No. 2012/01 to
supersede Resolution No. 2011/05, to order the GHAD proposed assessment contemplated
herein to be based on the revised Engineer's Report dated January 18, 2012 (which includes the
revised Assessment Diagram); and to set a GHAD Board meeting for March 11, 2012 to consider
the proposed assessment; and
WHEREAS, this action is exempt from the provisions of the California Environmental
Quality Act (Pub. Res. Code §§ 21000 et seq.) in accordance with Public Resources Code
sections 21080(b)(4) and 26559.
The Board of Directors of the GHAD HEREBY RESOLVES THAT:
1.
This Resolution No. 2012/01 supersedes Resolution No. 2011/05, and the actions
and procedures prescribed by Resolution No. 2011/05 are replaced by the provisions of this
Resolution No. 2012/01.
2.
The GHAD Board declares its intention, consistent with the requirements of
Article XIII(D) of the California Constitution, Public Resources Code section 26650 et seq.,
Government Code section 53750 et. seq. and Elections Code section 4000, to order that the cost
and expenses of implementing, and operating any GHAD improvements constructed pursuant to
Public Resources Code sections 26500 et. seq. to be assessed against those parcels within the
GHAD as identified in the attached revised Engineer's Report and specifically identified in
Exhibit E (Assessment Diagram) that are specially benefited by the GHAD improvements.
3.
The GHAD Board further declares its intention to assess against those parcels
shown on the Assessment Diagram for 2012 and for subsequent years, all or part of the amounts
set forth in the revised Engineer's Report dated January 18, 2012. The proposed assessment for
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each parcel may be subject to a supplemental assessment by the taxing authority for the
remaining portion of the 2011/2012 tax year.
4.
Notwithstanding Paragraph 2 above, the GHAD Board shall not order this
proposed assessment if a majority protest exists as defined in Section 4(e) of Article XIII(D) of
the California Constitution.
5.
Each of the parcels identified on the Assessment Diagram will receive a particular
and distinct special benefit in the form of GRAD improvements and services. These special
benefits are described in detail in the Plan of Control and revised Engineer's Report dated
January 18, 2012. The special benefits from the improvements include protection from: erosion
due to wave action, flooding from sea level rise and storms, tsunamis, and wave action to private
property improvements within the GHAD. The improvements will also specially benefit private
property within the GHAD by increasing the performance and longevity of existing shoreline
protective devices within the GHAD. Adding sand to the seaward side of existing shdreline
protective devices (revetment, caissons, and seawalls) will better balance the soil pressures that
act upon the landward side of the device and adding sand to a beach fronting a device that has
been denuded of sand will move the wave-breaking impact area seaward and away from directly
impinging on the protective device. The wider beach will reduce environmental loading on the
protective device structures.
6.
The GHAD Board has reviewed and considered the revised Engineer's Report
dated January 18, 2012. The GHAD has also received a report from an expert, independent
third-party surveying firm retained by the GHAD which confirms the survey method and beach
frontage findings as specified in the revised Assessment Diagram. The GRAD Board directs the
GRAD Manager to incorporate comments, if any, made by the Board at its meeting on January
22; 2012 to the revised Engineer's Report and to attach a final Engineer's Report to the Notice of
Adoption of Resolution by the Board of the Directors of the Broad. Beach Geologic Hazard
Abatement District ("Notice"). The final Engineer's Report shall substantiate that: 1) the
proposed assessment is proportionate to the entire costs that will be undertaken by the GRAD, 2)
the amount of the proposed assessment is proportional to, and no greater than, the special
benefits conferred on each parcel, and 3) the proposed assessment does not exceed the
reasonable costs of the proportional special benefit conferred on each parcel.
7.
No later than three (3) days after the adoption of this Resolution, the GRAD
Board directs the GHAD Clerk to mail the Notice (substantially in the same form as Exhibit 3)
and Boundary Map (Exhibit 2) to each owner of real property (as shown on the last equalized
property tax roll of the County) within the GRAD as shown on the Assessment Diagram. A
custom sealable return envelope, Ballot, and Notice (distinct in color from the return envelope,
Ballot, and Previous Notice sent in December 2011) and the Engineer's Report dated January 18,
2012 shall be attached to the Notice and mailed to each property owner in the GHAD
boundaries.
8.
The GRAD Board will conduct a public hearing on March 11, 2012 at 1:00 p.m.
at 30756 Pacific Coast Highway, Malibu, CA 90265 to consider the proposed assessment and
any protests against the proposed assessment.
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9.
the ballots:

The following sub-paragraphs provide the procedures for returning and tabulating

a.
All prior ballots submitted to the GHAD shall be destroyed under the
supervision of the GHAD Clerk. A copy of the related Notice, a sealable Ballot and return
envelope (all in a distinct color), and the Engineer's Report will be sent to each of the property
owners within the GHAD. The Ballot may be completed and mailed or hand delivered to GHAD
Clerk, do Marquis Property Company, 29169 Heathercliff Road, #212, Malibu, CA 90265, or
may be submitted at the public hearing on March 11, 2012. The Ballot may be withdrawn or
changed at any time prior to the conclusion of the public testimony on the proposed assessment
at the public hearing.
b.
Proposed assessment Ballots shall remain sealed until the tabulation of the
Ballots commences at the conclusion of the public hearing on March 11, 2012. Immediately
after the public hearing on the proposed assessment, the GHAD Clerk shall tabulate the ballots.
In tabulating the ballots, the ballots shall be weighted according to the proportional financial
obligation of the affected property. Here, the proportional financial obligation of the affected
properties is governed by the amount of linear beach frontage owned by each property owner
within the GHAD_ At the hearing, the GHAD Board shall consider any objections or protests to
the proposed assessment and certify the tabulation of the ballots. The GHAD Board shall not
impose the proposed assessment if there is a majority protest. A majority protest exists if, upon
conclusion of the hearing, weighted ballots submitted in opposition to the proposed assessment
exceed the weighted ballots submitted in favor of the proposed assessment.
c.
Inquiries regarding the proposed assessment may be made by mail or
telephone to the GHAD Clerk, Barbara Hamm, do Marquis Property Company, 29169
Heathercliff Road, #212, Malibu, CA 90265, phone (310) 457-3606.
10.
Following the public hearing, the GHAD Board shall consider the adoption of the
canvas of votes for the GHAD.
11.
Upon authorization of the proposed assessment, the GHAD Board shall levy the
authorized assessment on each parcel in 2012 and subsequent years.
12.
adoption.

This Resolution shall become effective immediately upon its passage and

ATTEST:
Clerk of the GHAD Board
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ENGINEER'S REPORT

GEOLOGIC HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT — BROAD BEACH
(Pursuant to the Public Resources Code of the State of California, Section 26500 et seq.)
CERTIFICATION OF FILING
This report is presented at the direction of the GHAD Board of Directors. The GHAD is intended
to provide monitoring and maintenance of improvements related to geologic hazard management
within the Broad Beach GHAD and to levy and collect assessments in order to perform its
activities.
The improvements, which are the subject of this report, are defined as any activity necessary or
incidental to the prevention, mitigation, abatement, or control of a geologic hazard, construction,
maintenance, repair, or operation of improvement; or the issuance and servicing of bonds issued
to finance any of the foregoing (Section 26505).
This report consists of seven parts, as follows:
INTRODUCTION
I. BACKGROUND
GEOLOGIC HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT DIAGRAM
IV.

SERVICE LEVELS

V.

SITE HISTORY

VI.

DESCRIPTION OF TIIE IMPROVEMENTS TO BE IMPLEMENTED BY THE
GHAD

VII.

ASSESSMENT METHOD AND BENEFIT

VIII. ASSESSMENT LIMIT - BUDGET
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The undersigned respectfully submits the enclosed Engineer's Report.

Date: January 18, 2012

By: ENGEO Incorporated

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the enclosed Engineer's Report was filed on
the
day of

Clerk of the Board
Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District
Malibu, California
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the enclosed Engineer's Report was approved and confirmed by the
GHAD Board on the
day of

President of the Board
Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District
Malibu, California

APPROVED
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ENGINEER'S REPORT
for
BROAD BEACH GEOLOGIC HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT
for the
ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ASSESSMENT LIMIT
I. INTRODUCTION
The Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District (GHAD) was formed by the Malibu City
Council on September 12, 2011, pursuant to Resolution No. 11-41 under the authority of the
California Public Resources Code, Division 17, Section 26500 et seq.
H. BACKGROUND
On November 6, 2011, pursuant to Resolution 2011/03, the GRAD Board of Directors approved
the Broad Beach Plan of Control to allow the GRAD to permanently monitor and maintain
GRAD improvements (GRAD Plan of Control). The establishment of a real property related
assessment to fund the GHAD responsibilities is described in this Engineer's Report.
RI. GEOLOGIC HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT BOUNDARIES
The boundaries and legal description for the GHAD are attached hereto as Exhibits A and B.
IV. SERVICE LEVELS
The GHAD's activities are set forth in the Plan of Control and include certain activities
necessary or incidental to the prevention, mitigation, abatement, or control of geologic hazards,
including construction, retention, repair, or operation of any improvement, and the issuance and
servicing of debt or bonds issued to finance any of the foregoing.
The GHAD provides for the administration and review of facilities within the budgeted limits,
including the following services:
1. Oversight of GRAD operations.
2. In conjunction with the County Assessor's Office, setting the annual levying of assessments
on the property tax rolls.
3. Engagement of technical professionals to perform the monitoring duties as described in the
GRAD Plan of Control.
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4. Performance of GHAD construction activities in accordance with the GRAD Plan of Control.
These activities include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

Beach nourishment and sculpting

•

Construction/restoration of dunes and related natural habitat

•

Beach drainage improvements

5. Performance of GRAD preservation activities in accordance with the GHAD Plan of Control.
These activities include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

Inspection of revetment structures

•

Inspection and preservation of restored dunes.

•

Monitoring of accumulated erosion and beach recession.

6. Preparation of annual GHAD budgets.
V. SITE HISTORY
The Broad Beach area is located at the base of the Santa Monica Mountains and adjacent to
Santa Monica Bay in Malibu, western Los Angeles County, California, extending from
Point Lechuza on the west to Zuma Beach on the east. Although beach width can vary seasonally
as well as from year to year, Broad Beach reportedly has been consistently narrowing in width
since the early 1970s. The historically wide beach at Broad Beach has gradually narrowed due to
an imbalance in the sediment budget, i.e., more sand has left the beach system over the past
40 years than entered it. Since the mid-1970s, Broad Beach has lost an average of 20,000 cubic
yards per year. This rate has accelerated over the past five years to approximately 35,000 cubic
yards per year. As reported by Moffatt & Nichol, the Engineer of Record for the proposed
improvements, Broad Beach is a very narrow ribbon of sand visible primarily at low tide but
inundated at high tide (Moffatt & Nichol, 2011 (Exhibit D)).
In general, very little, if any, dry beach exists at higher tide levels, especially in the western
portion of the above-described area. Various portions of the beach have been subjected to
emergency repair/protective measures in years past due to storms and related erosion events.
Temporary armoring (including sandbags) from earlier emergency repairs has become
increasingly exposed with time. An emergency rock revetment was installed seaward of the
homes in 2010 along most of the length of the beach to protect the private properties (Moffatt &
Nichol, 2011).
Because of the general and continuing narrowing of the beach, private improvements, including
homes, are threatened by high tides and continuing wave action. In order to reduce the risk of
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damage and/or destruction of these improvements, a beach restoration program will be
implemented.
Beaches essentially act as coastal storm barriers. A beach's size, shape and sand volume help
determine how well the beach can protect a developed area during a storm. All the various
elements of a beach, including vegetated dunes, the flat portion of the dry sand beach and
offshore sand bars, offer a level of natural protection against coastal storms by absorbing and
dissipating the energy of breaking waves, either seaward on an offshore bar or directly on the
beach itself. To restore the energy-dissipation components to the beach, additional protective
measures will be implemented. The profile and geometry of the contemplated beach restoration
project ("Project") have been designed solely for the protection of private improvements within
the proposed District (Moffatt & Nichol, 2011).
VI. DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPROVEMENTS TO BE INPLEMENTED BY THE
GRAD
A. Beach Nourishment
The GHAD-maintained improvements are described in the CHAD Plan of Control. In general,
these improvements include the following:
•

Sand Nourishment and Beach Replenishment — placing beach material to replenish Broad
Beach with "dry" sand between the dune system and shoreline;
Revetment. — Burying the existing revetment in the landward edge of the widened, nourished
beach. Imported beach quality material would be placed over the existing revetment to create
a restored dune;

•

Offshore Beach Material Dredging and Transport — Sourcing beach compatible material at an
offshore site or sites;

•

Upland Beach Material Dredging and Transport — Sourcing beach compatible material at an
upland site or sites;

•

Dune Building and Restoration — Building a reservoir of sand and restoring dune habitat with
native plant species_

Protection of the beach, dunes, structures, and infrastructure will require nourishment of the
beach and restoration of historic dunes and/or improvement of existing dunes. Beach
nourishment and sculpting will restore the width of the beach and provide a protective barrier for
structures and properties, as well as inward stretches of the beach. The habitat restoration,
incorporating native vegetation, will reduce erosion to the dune and beach face. When
completed, these improvements will repair existing damage and reduce future inundation- and
erosion-related damage from storm surges, wave run-up, and overtopping, as described below.
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Beach nourishment is the only shore protection alternative that directly addresses the problem of
a sand budget deficit because it is a process of adding sand from outside the eroding system.
Further, the placement of a higher and wider beach berm, formed by the appropriate placement
of imported beach sand (or nourishment) would reduce wave energy, which would reduce the
waves' impact and erosive force. A nourished beach, with sufficient sand volumes and healthy
dunes, absorbs storm energy, even during slow-moving storms, and helps prevent damage to
structures and infrastructure. The gradual slope of a nourished beach causes storm waves to
break farther seaward, as the waves would then form in shallower water. As water rushes up the
beach, energy dissipates. Water running back down the beach redistributes sediment, which is
deposited in deeper water and moved along the shore. The deposition of sediments in deeper
water often creates an offshore sand bar that causes the waves to break farther offshore, further
weakening the incoming wave energy, and protecting the dunes and property behind the beach.
This gradual and successive weakening of wave energy can significantly reduce damage from
waves, inundation, and erosion. The nourished beach berm and dunes also provide a "sand
reservoir" that remains landward during normal conditions and provides sand during major storm
events, which allows beaches to recover, rebuild, and continue to provide protection (Moffatt. &
Nichol, 2011).
The Project will include approximately 600,000 cubic yards of sand nourishment, which will
provide approximately 80 to 100 feet of dry sand beach seaward of the seaward toe of the
restored dune system. Like most beach nourishment projects, the beach will gradually lose sand.
Studies indicate that Broad Beach is currently losing sand at a rate of approximately
35,000 cubic yards per. year. Thus, while the sand will deplete at different rates depending on
weather, tides, and many other factors, a 600,000 cubic yard initial nourishment should last for
the 10-year interval prior to the next re-nourishment event (Moffatt & Nichol, 2011).
Three viable sources of beach-quality sand have been identified, including offshore of Marina
del Rey, the near-shore zone at Ventura Harbor, and offshore of Zuma Beach. The first
two sources can provide the ideal sand grain size for a relatively stable beach nourishment
project. The third source offshore Zuma contains finer sand better suited for the dune
construction (Moffatt & Nichol, 2011).
B. Monitoring via Sand Backpassing

A proactive beach monitoring plan is critical to the success of the nourishment Project. An
important element of the Project is the implementation of a sand backpassing program. Since the
beach is not anticipated to erode at the same rate along its length, periodic re-distribution of the
sand to "even-out" the resource to preserve a balance of shore protection benefits will be
implemented (Moffatt & Nichol, 2011).
The GRAD shall be responsible for the monitoring of the restored beach and dunes. The
GHAD's monitoring responsibilities include prevention, abatement, and control of erosion
hazards as well as vegetation control within the Project area
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The GHAD's general preservation responsibilities will include:
•
•
•

Inspection of revetment structures
Inspection and maintenance of restored dunes
Monitoring of accumulated erosion and beach recession

Specifics regarding the beach monitoring are as follows (Moffatt & Nichol, 2011):
•

Monthly measurement of the dry sand beach width (from the back of beach to the edge of the
dry sand "towel area") at five locations:
o East end — 30756 Broad Beach Road
o East-central reach — 30916 Broad Beach Road
o Central reach — 31108 Broad Beach Road
o West-central reach — 31324 Broad Beach Road
o West end — 31506/31504 Victoria Point Road

•

Semi-annual (spring and fall) beach profile surveys, measured from the back of the dune
seaward to a water depth of approximately 40 feet.

•

Estimation of the rate and trend of beach width change at each of the measurement points for
one year prior to construction and continually after construction for 10 years.

Backpassing should be implemented when any one reach of the beach becomes narrower than
required for shore protection and access, while other reaches of the beach are concurrently
widening and/or holding sufficiently greater volume of sand than the narrow reach.
In one scenario, the western end of the beach has narrowed but the eastern end contains
sufficient sand volume. An objective trigger to quantify this situation is described as follows: the
point in time when the averaged dry sand beach width at 31324 Broad Beach Road and
31506/31504 Victoria Point Road ("western average") reaches 50 feet or less for six consecutive
months. Simultaneously, the averaged width of the eastern dry sand beach at 30756 Broad Beach
Road and 30916 Broad Beach Road ("eastern average") is a minimum of 25 feet wider than the
western end.
In another scenario, the eastern end of the beach has narrowed but the western end contains
sufficient sand volume. The objective trigger for this situation is determined when the eastern
average dry beach width is 50 feet or less for six consecutive months, while the western average
dry sand beach width is a minimum of 25 feet wider than the eastern end.
Since the net direction of sand movement (littoral drift) is to the east, it is anticipated that the
predominant backpassing operation will be from the east (surplus) toward the west (deficit).
Backpassing sand the other direction from west to east may result, in more rapid loss of sand
from Broad Beach toward the east if conditions of eastward , sand transport predominate over
time.
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Sand backpassing will be implemented using mechanical equipment (scrapers and dozers) to
transport sand from the wide reach of beach (surplus area) to widen the narrow reach (deficit
area) of beach by between 25 and 50 feet (depending on available volume). Surplus sand to be
backpassed shall be scraped from the wetted portion of the beach seaward of the apparent mean
high tide line (wetted bound). It is anticipated that the maximum annual sand backpassing
volume will be between 25,000 and 50,000 cubic yards of sand over a duration of 2 to 4 weeks.
Backpassing between March 1 and June 15 of each year may need to consider possible
constraints posed by spawning grunion and be done sensitively according to guidelines for
avoiding grunion. Such guidelines may include traversing the beach below and seaward of the
dry sand beach area with earthmoving equipment and can be more fully developed at a later date.
The overall sand backpassing program is subject to approval by the applicable resource agencies
as part of the Project entitlement process now underway. Once approved as part of the overall
Project, the backpassing activities shall occur in accordance with the objective triggers contained
herein unless the backpassing activities are deemed infeasible (fiscally or technically) by the
Board following the Board's consideration of a written report from the GRAD Engineer.
C. Periodic Re-nourishment
It is intended that the initial beach nourishment will last 10 .years before re-nourishment will
need to be undertaken. Objective triggers are in place as a quantitative basis . to determine when
re-nourishment should occur. The following is a description of the procedures regarding initial
and subsequent re-nourishment.
•

Following the issuance of the CDP and then not more frequently than at the 10- and 20-year
periods following the issuance of the CDP, dredging of fine-grained sand from offshore
Broad Beach will occur. Transport of sand will be provided via slurry pipeline onshore for
placement within the boundaries of the restored dune area, burying the existing revetment:

•

Following the issuance of the CDP and then not more frequently than at the end of the 10and 20-year periods following the issuance of the CDP, placement of coarse-grained sand
obtained from an offsite, offshore borrow site would occur from the toe of the dune area to
the seaward extent of the beach nourishment area.

•

Following the issuance of the CDP and then not more frequently than at the end of the 10and 20-year periods following the issuance of the CDP, dredging of beach-quality larger
grained sand from offshore of Dockweiler- Beach, outside Ventura Harbor, or such other
borrow site would occur as approved by applicable agencies and transported via marine
vessel to Broad Beach.

•

Following the issuance of the CDP and then not more frequently than at the end of the 10and 20-year periods following the issuance of the CDP, transfer of the beach-quality sand
would occur through a slurry pipeline onshore.
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• Following the issuance of the CDP and then not more frequently than at the end of the 10and 20-year periods following the issuance of the CDP, use of moveable slurry pipelines
would occur to allow for placement of dredged sand along various segments of the beach.
Not more frequently than at the end of the 10- and 20-year periods following the issuance of
the CDP, heavy equipment (e.g., scrapers, dozers) would be used to distribute sand to desired
locations and depth within the Project area.
VII. ASSESSMENT METHOD AND BENEFIT
A. Special Benefit and Proportionality
The improvements described in this document will confer the following special benefits to the
assessed parcels:
1. Protection from erosion due to wave action
2. Protection from flooding associated with storms
3. Protection from sea-level rise
The GRAD improvements described in Section VI are distributed within the GHAD boundaries.
Implementation and protection of these improvements provide a special benefit to all real
property assessed within the Broad Beach GRAD. As a means of protection from erosion,
flooding from sea level rise and storms, tsunamis, and wave action, the proposed beach
improvements will provide protection to private property improvements within the GHAD,
including homes and the Malibu West Beach Club, and therefore, will provide a special benefit
to property owners within the GRAD. These improvements are special benefits conferred on all
the assessed parcels in the GHAD they affect the assessed property in a way that is particular
and distinct from their effect on other parcels and that real property in general, and the public at
large, do not benefit or share.
,

.

Property owners derive special benefit based in direct proportion to their respective beach
frontage. Although volumes of sand placement may differ from time to time on each parcel, the
dynamic nature of beach erosion, subsequent sand transport, and the anticipated backpassing
maintenance renders the environment within the GHAD district boundaries as a semi-closed,
discrete system in which special benefit is derived based on proportional beach frontage.
Therefore, owners with greater beach frontage derive greater special benefit than owners with
lesser beach frontage. Moffat & Nichol finds that the proposed improvements and activities
equalize the special benefit derived by properties within the GRAD based on pro rata length of
beachfront per assessed parcel.
The special benefit is proportional to the length of beach frontage, regardless of the presence of
pre-existing protective structures, such as revetments or seawalls. As described by
representatives of Moffatt & Nichol (the Engineer of Record for the proposed improvements),
the proposed beach nourishment Project will directly benefit the performance and longevity of an
existing seawall in two important ways. First, the beach nourishment is adding soil to the
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seaward side of an existing seawall, thereby acting to better balance the soil pressures that act
upon the landward side of the wall. Second, adding sand to a beach fronting a seawall that has
been denuded of sand will move the wave-breaking impact area seaward and away from directly
impinging on the seawall. The, wider beach will allow wave energy to dissipate more gradually
on the sloping sand beach, thereby reducing environmental loading on the seawall structure.
There is no special benefit for properties outside of the district. Like most assessments, special
benefits conferred by the improvement have the effect of creating general benefits (i.e., an
improved beach area that the public may use). This effect does not transform the special benefits
into general benefits. The general benefits are incidental to the improvements and are not
included in the assessment determination. The improvements are not being implemented for the
benefit of the general,public. The subject parcels will be assessed only for the reasonable costs of
the proportional specific benefits conferred on that parcel.
Nevertheless, it is recognized that the general public may benefit from the improvements. Such
potential benefits include the replacement of beach area, that has eroded over years. These
improvements may cause the beach area use by members of the public. These general benefits
are incidental to the special benefits conferred onto the assessed parcels - a byproduct of the
intended benefit. Even though these general benefits may occur, the assessed parcels are only
being assessed the reasonable costs of the improvements creating the specific benefit that are
being provided directly to the assessed. parcels. Furthermore, the proposed improvements are not
provided to accommodate any public benefit.
B. Assessment Method
Lots will be assessed based on the width of their respective beach frontage; the assessment will
be based on a unit rate times the linear footage of beach frontage.
VIII. ASSESSMENT LIMIT - BUDGET
A financial analysis was performed to provide a framework for an operating budget for the
on-going abatement, mitigation, prevention and control of geologic hazards within the GHAD
boundaries. In preparation of the budget, several factors were considered including:
•
•

Proposed Improvements
Elements Requiring Preservation

Based on the estimated expenses for on-going operations and the allowance for one future beach
re-nourishment event (10 years after the initial re-nourishment), a budget was prepared for the
purpose of estimating initial assessment levels (Exhibit C).
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The Engineer recommends an average annual assessment limit of $400 per foot of beach
frontage for each residential lot (Fiscal Year 2012 dollars). The Assessment Diagram is shown
in Exhibit E. The proposed initial assessment level will be adjusted annually to reflect the
percentage change in the Los Angeles metropolitan area Consumers Price Index (CPI) for All
Urban Consumers. The assessment limit will be adjusted annually using an initial date of
April 2011 for the CPL Each subsequent annual adjustment will be calculated using the
12-month period from April to April. The assessment shall be levied by the GRAD following
formation of the GRAD and the authorization of the' assessment.
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EXHI BIT "A"
LEGAL DESCRIPTION
IN THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, BEING THAT PORTION OF THE RANCHO
TOPANGA MALIBU SEQUIT, AS CONFIRMED TO MATTHEW KELLER BY PATENT, RECORDED IN BOOK 1,
PAGE 407 ET SEQ. OF PATENTS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY, MORE
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
BEGINNING AT THE INTERSECTION OF THE NORTHERLY PROLONGATION OF THE EASTERLY TRACT
LINE OF TRACT NO. 12314, RECORDED IN BOOK 232, PAGES 23 AND 24, OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF
SAID COUNTY RECORDER WITH THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF THAT 60-FOOT STRIP OF LAND DEEDED TO
SAID COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, BY DEEDS RECORDED IN BOOK 21735, PAGE 135 AND IN BOOK 21722,
PAGE 190 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS IN THE OFFICE OF SAID COUNTY RECORDER;
THENCE WESTERLY ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINE PARALLEL WITH THE CENTERLINE OF BROAD
BEACH ROAD THE FOLLOWING 4 COURSES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

NORTH 5510'30" WEST 693.12 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A CURVE TANGENT WITH SAID LINE,
CONCAVE SOUTHERLY, AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 1980.00 FEET;
WESTERLY 290.86 FEET ALONG SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 08°25'00" TO THE
BEGINNING OF A LINE TANGENT WITH SAID CURVE;
NORTH 63°35'30" WEST 530.42 FEET;
NORTH 64°54'00 WEST 625.20 FEET TO THE INTERSECTION OF THE NORTHERLY PROLONGATION
OF THE WESTERLY TRACT LINE OF SAID TRACT NO. 12314 WITH THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF SAID
60-FOOT STRIP OF LAND;

THENCE ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINE NORTH 64°54'00" WEST 107.00 FEET TO THE NORTHEASTERLY
CORNER OF TRACT NO. 12909, RECORDED IN BOOK 263, PAGES 37 AND 38, OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF
SAID COUNTY RECORDER;
THENCE ALONG THE NORTHERLY LINES OF SAID TRACT NO. 12909 THE FOLLOWING 5 COURSES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5

NORTH 64°54'00" WEST 307.62 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A CURVE TANGENT WITH SAID LINE,
CONCAVE SOUTHERLY, AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 1974.15 FEET;
WESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE 199.27 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 05°47'00" TO THE
BEGINNING OF A LINE TANGENT WITH SAID CURVE;
NORTH 70°41130" WEST 672.67 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A CURVE TANGENT WITH SAID LINE,
CONCAVE SOUTHWESTERLY, AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 2980.00 FEET;
WESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE 615.90 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 11°50'30" TO THE
BEGINNING OF A LINE TANGENT WITH SAID CURVE;
NORTH 82°31'30 WEST 615.67 FEET TO THE NORTHEASTERLY CORNER OF TRACT NO. 31986,
RECORDED IN BOOK 1081, PAGES 78 AND 79 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF SAID COUNTY
RECORDER;

THENCE ALONG THE NORTHERLY LINES OF SAID TRACT NO. 31986 NORTH 82°31'30" WEST 118.84 FEET
TO THE NORTHWESTERLY CORNER OF SAID TRACT NO. 31986;
THENCE ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINE NORTH 82°31'30" WEST 105.00 FEET TO THE NORTHEASTERLY
CORNER OF TRACT NO. 32003, RECORDED IN BOOK 1081, PAGES 28 AND 29, OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE
OF SAID COUNTY RECORDER;
THENCE ALONG THE NORTHERLY LINES OF SAID TRACT NO. 32003 NORTH 82°31'30" WEST 300.02 FEET
TO THE NORTHEASTERLY CORNER OF TRACT NO. 25166, RECORDED IN BOOK 695, PAGES 29
THROUGH 31, OF MAPS. IN THE OFFICE OF SAID COUNTY RECORDER;
THENCE ALONG THE EASTERLY LINE OF SAID TRACT NO. 25166 SOUTH 07°28°30r WEST 65.06 FEET TO
THE NORTHEASTERLY CORNER OF LOT 16 OF SAID TRACT NO. 25166;
THENCE ALONG THE NORTHERLY LINES OF SAID LOT 16 THE FOLLOWING 2 COURSES:
1.
2.

NORTH 84°58131" WEST 131.25 FEET;
SOUTH 76°12'50" WEST 31.00 FEET TO THE EASTERLY END OF THE CENTERLINE OF VICTORIA
POINT ROAD (A PRIVATE ROAD) PER SAID TRACT NO. 25166;

THENCE ALONG SAID VICTORIA POINT ROAD CENTERLINE THE FOLLOWING 5 COURSES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

NORTH 17°26'00r WEST 11.00 FEET;
SOUTH 72°34'00" WEST 105.92 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A CURVE TANGENT WITH SAID LINE,
CONCAVE SOUTHEASTERLY, AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 1000.00 FEET;
SOUTHWESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE 134.68 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 07°43'00"
TO THE BEGINNING OF A LINE TANGENT WITH SAID CURVE:
SOUTH 64°51'00" WEST 68.42 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A CURVE TANGENT WITH SAID LINE,
CONCAVE NORTHWESTERLY, AND HAVING A RADIUS OF 100.00 FEET;

-
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5.

SOUTHWESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE 51.65 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 29°35'30"
TO THE MOST NORTHWESTERLY CORNER OF LOT 7 OF SAID TRACT NO. 25166;

THENCE ALONG THE WESTERLY LINES OF SAID LOT 7 THE FOLLOWING 3 COURSES:
1.
2.
3.

SOUTH 04°26'30' WEST 110.00 FEET;
SOUTH 56°2655" WEST 59.24 FEET;
SOUTH 32°46'52" EAST 15.00 FEET TO THE MOST WESTERLY CORNER OF LOT 6 OF SAID TRACT
NO. 25166;

THENCE ALONG THE SOUTHWESTERLY LINES OF SAID LOT 6 THE FOLLOWING 3 COURSES:
i.
2.
3.

SOUTH 32°46'52* EAST 12.00 FEET;
NORTH 57'13'08" EAST 16.36 FEET;
SOUTH 40°2010" EAST TO THE MEAN HIGH TIDE LINE OF THE PACIFIC OCEAN;

THENCE NORTHERLY, NORTHEASTERLY, AND EASTERLY ALONG THE MEAN HIGH TIDE LINE OF THE
PACIFIC OCEAN AND ALONG THE SOUTHERLY LINES OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN THE FOLLOWING
TRACTS AND DEEDS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

SAID TRACT NO. 25166;
SAID TRACT NO. 32003;
SAID TRACT NO. 31986;
SAID TRACT NO. 12909;
GRANT DEED 00-0644320 RECORDED APRIL 28, 2000 IN THE OFFICE OF SAID COUNTY
RECORDER;
GRANT DEED 04-0646973 RECORDED MARCH 18, 2004 IN THE OFFICE OF SAID COUNTY
RECORDER;
SAID TRACT NO. 12314;
GRANT DEED 20072854217 RECORDED DECEMBER 28, 2007 IN THE OFFICE OF SAID COUNTY
RECORDER;
GRANT DEED 96-1557431 RECORDED SEPTEMBER 23, 1996 IN THE OFFICE OF SAID COUNTY
RECORDER;
GRANT DEED 3411 RECORDED APRIL 03, 1967 IN THE OFFICE OF SAID COUNTY RECORDER;
GRANT DEED 20080278549 RECORDED FEBRUARY 02, 2008 IN THE OFFICE OF SAID COUNTY
RECORDER;
GRANT DEED 3527 RECORDED DECEMBER 30, 1958 IN THE OFFICE OF SAID COUNTY
RECORDER;
GRANT DEED 05-1153695 RECORDED MAY 17, 2005 IN THE OFFICE OF SAID COUNTY RECORDER;
GRANT DEED 20080934875 RECORDED MAY 28, 2008 IN THE OFFICE OF SAID COUNTY
RECORDER;
GRANT DEED 20091411424 RECORDED SEPTEMBER 16, 2009 IN THE OFFICE OF SAID COUNTY
RECORDER;
GRANT DEED 99-2390992 RECORDED DECEMBER 29, 1999 IN THE OFFICE OF SAID COUNTY
RECORDER TO THE EASTERLY LINE OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN SAID GRANT DEED 99-2390992;

THENCE ALONG SAID EASTERLY LINE OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN SAID GRANT DEED 99-2390992
NORTH 36°37'30" EAST TO A NON TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE NORTHEASTERLY, AND HAVING A RADIUS
OF 10,050.00 FEET, SAID CURVE ALSO BEING THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF THE 100 FOOT WIDE STRIP OF
LAND (PACIFIC COAST HIGHWAY) CONVEYED TO THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA BY THE DEED RECORDED
IN BOOK 20716 PAGE 385, OF OFFICIAL RECORDS;
THENCE WESTERLY ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINE OF THE 100 FOOT WIDE STRIP OF LAND THE
FOLLOWING 2 COURSES:
1.
2.

NORTHWESTERLY ALONG SAID CURVE 208.29 FEET THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 01°11'15";
NORTH 48°39'16' WEST 228.77 FEET TO THE INTERSECTION OF THE NORTHERLY
PROLONGATION OF THE EASTERLY LINE OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN SAID GRANT DEED 3411
WITH THE SAID SOUTHERLY LINE OF THE 100 FOOT WIDE STRIP OF LAND;

THENCE ALONG SAID NORTHERLY PROLONGATION OF THE EASTERLY LINE OF THE LAND DESCRIBED
IN SAID GRANT DEED 3411 SOUTH 34°49'30" EAST 10.07 FEET TO THE NORTHEASTERLY CORNER OF
THE LAND DESCRIBED IN SAID GRANT DEED 3411;
THENCE ALONG THE NORTHERLY LINE OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN SAID GRANT DEED 3411 NORTH
48°39'15" WEST TO THE NORTHWESTERLY CORNER OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN SAID GRANT DEED
3411;
THENCE ALONG THE WESTERLY LINE OF THE LAND DESCRIBED IN SAID GRANT DEED 3411 SOUTH
34°49'30" WEST 32.91 FEET TO THE SAID SOUTHERLY LINE OF THE 60-FOOT STRIP OF LAND PARALLEL
WITH BROAD BEACH ROAD;
THENCE ALONG THE SAID SOUTHERLY LINE OF THE 60-FOOT STRIP OF LAND PARALLEL WITH THE
CENTERLINE OF BROAD BEACH ROAD NORTH 55°10'30" WEST 121.95 FEET TO THE POINT OF
BEGINNING.
-2-

AS SHOWN ON THE ATTACHED EXHIBIT "B" AND BY THIS REFERENCE MADE A PART HEREOF.
SUBJECT TO ALL COVENANTS, RIGHTS, RIGHTS-OF-WAY, AND EASEMENTS OF RECORD, IF ANY.
THIS REAL PROPERTY DESCRIPTION HAS BEEN PREPARED BY ME, OR UNDER MY DIRECTION, IN
CONFORMANCE WITH THE PROFESSIONAL LAND SURVEYOR'S ACT.
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RECORD INFORMATION
THE CENTERLINES, RIGHTS--OF--WAY, AND PROPERTY LINES
SHOWN HERON ARE BASED ON THE FOLLOWING RECORD MAPS
AS FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY
RECORDER:
TRACT NO. 12314
TRACT NO. 12909
TRACT NO. 31986
TRACT NO. 32003
TRACT NO. 25166
RECORD OF SURVEY
F. M. 11698-1
F. M. 11260-2

BOOK 2.32
BOOK 263
BOOK 1081
BOOK 1081
BOOK 695
BOOK 76

PAGES 23-24
PAGES 37-38
PAGES 78-79
PAGES 28-29
PAGES 29-31
PAGES 20-21
PAGES Al -AB
PAGES A1-A13

DEEDS REFERENCED AS XX- XXXX XXX INDICATE RECORDED
INSTRUMENT NUMBER IN THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY RECORDERS
OFFICE.

A

SD-FOOT STRIP OF LAND DESCRIBED IN DEEDS RECORDED IN
BOOK 21735, PAGE 135 AND BOOK 21722, PAGE 190,
FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY RECORDER

LINE TABLE
LINE
L1
L2
L3
L4
15
LE.
17
L8
L9
110
L1 1
L12
L13
114

BEARING
50728'30 1U
N84"58 .01 'W
S76' 12 .50V
N17'26'OO"W
572'34'00"W
564'51'00V
5O4'26 .30"W
S56'26'55%!
532'46'52"E
N5713 .013"E
S34" 49'30 -W
N48'39 . 15-1'i
S34.• 49'30"W
N55'10 .30"W

CURVE TABLE

DISTANCE
65.06'
131.25'
31.00'
11.00'
105.92'
68.42'
110.00'
59.24'
27.00'
16.36'
10.07'
100.66'
32.91'
121.95'

CURVE DELTA ANGLE ARC LENGTH
RADIUS
7'43 .00 .
134.68'
Cl
1000.00'
C2
29-35'30 *
51.65'
100.00'

LEGEND
P.O.B.

POINT OF BEGINNING
CENTERLINE
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EXHIBIT C
Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District
Budget January 18, 2012
ASSUMPTIONS
Beach Frontage Within Project (LF)
Annual Assessment per Foot of Beach Frontage (current $)
Annual Adjustment in Assessment (estimated)
Escalation in Annual Costs (estimated)
Investment Earnings (estimated)
Frequency of Sand Nourishment (years)
Cost of Sand Nourishment (current $)
ESTIMATED ANNUAL EXPENSES IN 2012
Ongoing consulting and maintenance
Administration, Accounting, & Insurance
Permitting Fees
Debt Service
TOTAL

6,217
$400
3.5%
3.5%
5%
10
$11,896,000

$1,311,594
$21,600
$147,172
$100,000
$1,580,336

ESTIMATED ANNUAL EXPENSES IN 2013
Ongoing consulting and maintenance
Administration, Accounting, & Insurance
Sand Nourishment
Debt Service
TOTAL

$114,245
$453,561
$14,725,583
$4,560,587
$19,853,976

ESTIMATED ANNUAL EXPENSES IN 2014
Ongoing consulting and maintenance
Administration, Accounting, & Insurance
Debt Service
TOTAL

$221,744
$55,436
$2,460,587
$2,737,766

8588.000.000
January 18, 2012
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1.0 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Broad Beach is located in the northwest portion of the County of Los Angeles within the
City of Malibu, California. The project area is comprised of the shoreline area fronting
approximately 114 residences and a beach club spanning approximately from Lechuza
Point to Trances Creek.
Development along Broad Beach began in the 1930s, consisting of small beach
cottages. Given the limited infrastructure available, septic systems and leach fields
were typically installed close to the sand dunes seaward of the residences. As
construction continued and the, site was further developed, most leach fields continued
to remain.
1.1 Beach Erosion and Loss of Related Shore Protection
.

Broad Beach has historically been a relatively wide beach, especially through the early
1970s. Residential development contiriued and most lots were developed by the late
1980s when the beach was considerably wider than it is today. Aerial photographs from
1972 (Photo 1-1) provide a clear illustration of a very large sand volume on the beach.
Presently, Broad Beach is a very narrow ribbon of sand visible primarily at low tide, but
inundated at high tide (Photo 1-2).

Photo 1-1. 1972 Aerial Photo (California Coastal Records, 2009)

Moffatt & Nichol
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Photo 1-2. 2009. Aerial Photo (California Coastal. Records, 2009)

Several recent studies of the coastal region encompassing Broad Beach have identified
a trend of continued erosion without any significant recovery in beach width since the
early 1970s. The beach is narrowing because of a negative sand balance due either to
a reduction in sand supply entering around Lechuza Point, or a change in the
magnitude and/or direction of the wave energy that increases the amount of sand
leaving the Broad Beach. Between 1974 and 2009, approximately 600,000 cubic yards
(cy) of sand was lost at Broad Beach, a majority of which has moved east to Zuma
Beach. Studies conclude that this trend of erosion appears to have accelerated in the
last two decades. Recent El Nino storm seasons have exacerbated the shoreline
recession resulting in structural damage and further beach erosion.
The 1997-1998 El Nino storms caused considerable shoreline erosion and related storm
wave damage along the California coastline. Many Broad Beach homes were
threatened, causing many homeowners to construct temporary sand bag revetments to
protect residential structures and leach fields. One residence suffered significant
structural damage. During one particularly severe storm in early February 1998, with
sand bags already in place, the active beach scarp retreated more than 30 feet in the
course of two days.
The 2007/2008 winter season, though milder than the 1997-1998 winter, also resulted in
significant retreat of the beach. Many of the homeowners responded with construction
of more substantial sand bag revetments, which were authorized through emergency
Coastal Development Permits issued by the City of Malibu. Examples of these
revetments are shown in Photo 1-3 and Photo 1-4. In addition to these structures, there
are timber and concrete seawalls and rock revetments at various residences along the
west end of Broad Beach. Waves and higher tides run up to the foot of historically wide
dunes along the east end of Broad Beach. The prognosis for the condition of Broad
Beach is very poor, given the erosional trends and lack of remaining beach. The visual
quality of the beach has been seriously impacted by the unsightly temporary sand
Moffatt & Nichol
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bagging and emergency shore protection measures. In addition, opportunities for
lateral access along the beach for the public and residents alike are severely limited.

Photo 1-3. Temporary Sandbag Revetment (May 2009)

Photo 1-4. Temporary Sandbag Revetment (December 2009)

Moffatt & Nichol
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1.2. Homeowners Take Action
The Trances Property Owner's Association (TPOA), representing most of the property
owners along the Broad Beach shoreline, elected to take action in early 2009 to develop
a long term solution to protect against shoreline erosion and reduce the threat to private
property. During preparation of the initial planning studies for the restoration of Broad
Beach, a large El Nino winter was forecast for the 2009/2010 winter season. In
December of 2009 there was a significant narrowing of the beach due to storm wave
attack resulting in widespread failure of the existing temporary emergency sandbag
revetments, especially at the west end of the beach. Photo 1-5 illustrates the eroded
shoreline condition near the west end of Broad Beach; Photo 1-6 shows conditions
toward the east. It became evident that these temporary structures would not provide
sufficient shore protection for the upcoming winter. Acute and significant erosion was
proceeding, resulting in significant loss of dune habitat and threatening of residential
structures. Undermining and failure of several approved "On-Site Waste Water
Treatment Systems" (OSTs) was also imminent without immediate action. Combined
with the prediction of moderate to severe El Nino conditions for the upcoming winter, the
need for immediate emergency action became apparent. As a result, the TPOA was
forced to seek an Emergency Coastal Development Permit to implement an interim
shore .protection measure to halt the critical erosion until the longer term project is in
place.
.

Photo 1-5. Severe Erosion and Dune Damage at West Broad Beach {January 2010)

Moffatt & Nichol
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Photo 1-6. Temporary Sandbag. Revetment Failure and Dune. Damage (January 2010) .

Under the emergency situation, a temporary rock revetment was considered the
minimum action necessary, and the least environmentally damaging alternative. The
temporary rock revetment design was developed to stabilize the shoreline against
further erosion for the 2009/2010 El Nino season. Other temporary revetment
alternatives consisting of geotextile bags were providing a clear demonstration that they
were inadequate to provide reliable shore protection and were providing a false sense
of security. In addition to their lack of hydraulic stability, the failed geo-bag (sandbag)
system was proving to be a source of debris and litter on the beach.
The temporary rock revetment design was developed to provide the minimum
necessary protection while allowing for rapid construction: Specific elements of the
temporary revetment include:
•
•
•
•

Filter fabric to eliminate loss of dune material through voids in the stone matrix;
Reduced armor size (1/2 to 2 ton) stone to allow for faster construction using
readily available, stockpiled stone;
Reduced revetment volume to allow for faster construction and lateral beach
access; and
Shallower toe elevation for improved constructability.

The following photographs show the completed revetment that extends from Trancas
Creek for about 4,100 feet west terminating just past the western public access point for
Broad Beach.
Moffatt & Nichol
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Photo 1-1-7 Emergency Revetment (February 2010)

Photo 1-1-8. Emergency Revetment (February 2010)

Moffatt & Nichol
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2.0 PROJECT BACKGROUND
2.1 Regional Coastal Setting

The Southern California coast is a complex, tectonically-active region and is
characterized as a collision coast wherein the Pacific Ocean plate subducts on contact
with the North American plate. From a geologic time perspective, the process manifests
itself in the form of narrow offshore shelves cut by submarine canyons, uplifted by
coastal mountains and coastal erosion.

-

Broad Beach exemplifies a typical Southern California stretch of coastline, comprising a
sandy beach backed by coastal bluffs. Broad Beackis located at the western: (upcoast)
end of a 4 mile long hook-shaped beach betweeri the Point Lechuza and Point•Dume as
shown in Figure 2-1. With a total length of just over 1 mile, Broad Beach is bounded by
Point Lechuza to the west and Trancas Creek to the east. Zuma Beach and Point
Dume State Beach make up the remainder of the hook-Shaped beach. This hookshaped beach is referred to as the Zuma Littoral Subcell (ZLS) throughout this report
Broad Beach and the ZLS lie within the Modern Malibu Littoral Cell (MMLC) shown in
Figure 2-2. The MMLC is bounded by Port Hueneme to the north and Marina Del Rey
to the south.
Littoral cells are defined as essentially self contained beach compartments bounded by
geographic features such as headlands or submarine canyons that limit the movement
of sand between cells. Each compartment consists of sand sources (such as rivers,
streams, and coastal bluff erosion), sand sinks (such as coastal dunes and submarine
canyons), and beaches which provide pathways for wave-driven sand movement within
a littoral cell.

The south-southwest facing MMLC coastline is directly exposed to swell generated in
the southern hemisphere. These swells approach Malibu from the southwest, south,
and southeast, but the great decay distances typically result in waves of low heights and
long periods. Despite sheltering from the Channel Islands, the Broad Beach area is
exposed to North Pacific swell through the Santa Barbara Channel. North Pacific
generated swells are the most energetic source of waves in the region and the northwesterly approach angle results in a pre-dominant longshore sand transport direction
from the west to east in the MMLC.
.

Due to the wave climate and pre-dominant longshore sand transport direction, Broad
Beach and the ZLS depend on sand delivered from upcoast sources including fluvial
discharges from coastal watersheds of the Santa Monica Mountains and erosion of
coastal bluffs. Mugu Submarine Canyon captures almost all of 'the longshore sand
supply and represents the upcoast limit of potential sand sources for the ZLS.

Moffatt & Nichol
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2.2 Existing Broad Beach Coastal Development

The coastal community of Broad Beach is currently protected by a temporary rock
revetment fronting most properties west of the Malibu West Beach Club and east of
31350 Broad Beach Road. Shore protective devices west of this address consist of
individual measures constructed for one or two lots. These measures include rock
revetments, concrete vertical seawalls, and timber seawalls. Several properties do not
have any shore protective structure in place and some are supported by piles which are
currently exposed.
2.3 Public Access
Public access to Broad Beach is available via lateral access from Zuma Beach County
Park and two vertical access points from Broad Beach Road. Ample parking is
available at Zuma Beach but is somewhat limited at the vertical access points.

Vertical access to Broad Beach is provided in two locations at 31344 and 31200 Broad
Beach Road via easements between private properties. A component of the
emergency revetment project was the improvement of vertical public access paths
operated and maintained by Los Angeles County Department of Beaches and Harbors.
A concrete walkway and steps to the beach were constructed over the temporary
revetment to maintain vertical access at these locations. These vertical public access
paths will be incorporated into each proposed alternative.
The eroded shoreline along Broad Beach has significantly limited the recreational beach
area and lateral access. There is essentially no dry beach available along most of the
beach and during even moderate high tides of 3-4 feet, most of the beach is submerged
with waves breaking directly onto the temporary revetment.
In addition to existing physical limitations, lateral access along Broad Beach is affected
by a complicated mix of public land, Offers to Dedicate (OTDs) public lateral access
easements and private property. Land seaward the mean high tide line (MHTL) is
considered public land. The existing easements along Broad Beach vary from one
property to the next according to the recorded grants and in some areas may influence
lateral access available to the public. Some recorded grants provide for a designated
"buffer seaward from authorized development on a property and the portion available
for public access. The buffer typically varies from 5 feet to 50 feet wide along Broad
Beach.

Moffatt & Nichol
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3.0 COASTAL PROCESSES
This section describes general coastal processes that are relevant to the selection and
design of solutions to the coastal erosion problems at Broad Beach. These processes
include sand movement, tide levels, sea level rise, and wave climate. This section also
includes a discussion of the historical shoreline changes at Broad. Beach which are
important to understand potential sand loss rates for beach nourishment solutions.
3.1

Water Levels

Water levels are in a constant state of fluctuation subject to short term changes due to
tides and storm surge and long term changes associated with sea level rise. Water
levels and elevations on land throughout this study are referenced to the Mean Lower
Low Water (MLLW) datum. MLLW; as shown in Table 3-1, is approximately 2.8 feet
below mean sea level averaged over the most recent tidal epoch. The following
sections discuss the processes that influence water levels with a focus on those causing
elevated water levels that are most often responsible for coastal-related flooding and
damage.
3.1.1 Tides

The tides at Broad Beach are classified as mixed semidiurnal (two unequal highs and
lows per day). Tide characteristics from the Los Angeles tide gage nearest the project
site are shown in Table 3-1. These are based on the most recent (1983-2001) tidal
epoch.
Table 3-1. Water Levels at Broad Beach, Based on LA Outer Harbor Tide Station
(NOAAINOS, 2008)

.;•1
,,et

Elevation to MLLW
atnnt

Extreme High (Observed January 27, 1983)

+7.8 feet

Mean Higher High Water (MHHW)

+5.5 feet

Mean High Water (MHW)

+4.7 feet

Mean Sea Level (MSL), 1983-2001 Epoch

+2.8 feet

National Geodetic Vertical Datum -1929 (NGVD29)

+2.6 feet

Mean Low. Water (MLW)

+0.9 feet

North American Vertical Datum — 1988 (NAVD88)

+0.2 feet

Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW)

0.0 feet

Extreme Low (Observed December 17, 1933)

-2.7 feet

3.1.2 Storm Effects
In Southern California, the highest tides of the year typically occur in the winter months.
Wave overtopping and wave-related coastal damage often occurs when an extremely
high tide coincides with high storm waves. A statistical analysis of extreme water
Moffatt & Nichol
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elevations was developed based on recorded annual extreme high water elevations
obtained from the National Ocean Service for the outer Los Angeles Harbor reference
tide station. Water elevation records' were available from 1923 to 2002. Table 3-2
shows the annual extreme high water elevation versus recurrence interval. The
extreme still water levels combined with sea level rise projections provide the basis for
estimating a design water depth for coastal engineering analyses:
Table 3 2. Extreme Water Levels versus Recurrence Interval
-
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3.1.3 Lonq Term Sea Level Rise
Sea level is rising as the result of general global warming that melts ice caps and
expands the water column through heating and possibly due to decadal effects such as
the El Nino Southern Oscillation and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation.
At a given coastal site, the rate of eustatic (global) sea level rise is of 'less practical
'importance than the local rate of sea level rise relative to the land. This relative sea
level rise is the net sum of the global sea level rise arid local tectonic conditions (land
uplift or subsidence). In the Los Angeles (LA) area, long, term records (84 years) at the
NOAA LA Outer Harbor tide station indicate a water level change of 0.27 ±0.09 feet per
century (NOAA 2009). This is in comparison to the historic global eustatic average sea
level rise rate of 0.6 ±0.2 feet per century (IPCC 2007). This comparison indicates that
the LA area water level is not rising as fast as the global eustatic rise rate, suggesting
that land uplift has contributed to the reduced rate of relative sea level rise in the LA
area. Based on the NOAA tide station, this equates to 0.33 feet per century of uplift in
the LA Harbor area. The California Coastal Commission cites uplift at Point Dume (just
downcoast of Broad Beach) as 0.10 to 0.12 feet per century, indicating that the LA
Harbor area uplift may be slightly more than that of the Broad Beach area.
,

Moffatt & Nichol (M&N) has developed estimates of future relative sea level rise in the
Southern California area based on the work of others, specifically the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), S. Rahmstorf in a follow-up study, and the recent
California 2008 Climate Change Scenarios Assessment (CA Climate Change Center,
2009). (The Rahmstorf analysis addresses possible model limitations associated with
IPCC predictions of global sea level rise). For future relative sea level rise, assuming
Moffatt & Nichol
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that the LA Harbor area continues to have land uplift of 0.33 feet per century (0.04
inches per year), three plausible scenarios were identified:
•

Low rate of increase: Sea level rise continues at the average of low sea level rise
projections for different emissions scenarios given in the 2007 IPCC Report
(IPCC 2007). Relative to the value in 2000, the sea level rises 2 inches by 2050
and 9 inches by 2100. These projections are fairly consistent with the most
recent Coastal Commission "90% probability" projections for the Santa Monica
area (CCC 2001).

•

Likely high rate of increase: Sea level rise according to the mid-range of
predictions from the recent California 2008 Climate Change Scenarios
Assessment (CA Climate Change Center, 2009). This is similar to the mid-range
of Rahmstorfs projections and is above the highest values given in the 2007
IPCC Report (IPCC 2007). Relative to the value in 2000, the sea level rises 12
inches by. 2050 and 37 inches by 2100. These projections are fairly consistent
with the most recent Coastal Commission "10% probability" projections for the
Santa Monica area (CCC 2001).

•

Highest rate of increase: As specified by the California State Coastal
Conservancy (CA State Coastal Conservancy 2009) and based on the highest
predictions from the recent California 2008 Climate Change Scenarios
Assessment (CA Climate Change Center 2009). Taking into account local uplift,
the sea level rises 16 inches by 2050 and 52 inches by 2100.

Since this project will require regulatory agency permits, it is important to understand
the sea level rise requirements of the jurisdictional agencies, including the State of
California and federal government. Three guidance documents have been prepared by
the State of California regarding the issue of sea level rise:
1. California State Coastal Conservancy Memo (2009). This policy statement
includes the following direction:
•

"Prior to the completion of the National Academies of Science report on sea
level rise, consistent with Executive Order S-13-08, the Conservancy will
consider the following sea level rise scenarios in assessing project
vulnerability and, to the extent feasible, reducing expected risks and
increasing resiliency to sea level rise:
o 16 inches (40 cm) by 2050.
o 55 inches (140 cm) by 2100."

•

These numbers are the basis of what was used as the "highest rate of
increase" prediction above.

2. Executive Order S-13-08. The executive order directs the California Resources
Agency to request that the National Academy of Sciences convene an
independent panel to complete the first California Sea Level Rise Assessment
report. This report is intended to be completed no later than December 1, 2010,
Moffatt & Nichol
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but is behind schedule and may be available in mid-2012. The final Sea Level
Rise Assessment Report will advise how California should plan for sea level rise.
Additionally, the Executive Order states that prior to the release of the final Sea
Level Rise Assessment Report that all state agencies planning construction
projects in areas vulnerable to future sea level rise shall, for the purposes of
planning, consider a range of sea level rise scenarios for the years 2050 and
2100 in order to assess project vulnerability and, to the extent feasible, reduce
expected risks and increase resiliency to sea level rise. Sea level rise estimates
should be used in conjunction with appropriate local information regarding local
uplift and subsidence, coastal erosion rates, predicted higher high water levels,
storm surge, and storm wave data.
3. California Coastal Commission (2001). The California Coastal Commission
published a paper titled "Overview of Sea Level Rise and Some Implications for
Coastal California" on June 1, 2001 (CCC 2001). The paper recognized that the
continued rise in sea level will affect almost all coastal systems by increasing the
inundation of low coastal areas and potential for storm damage, beach erosion,
and beach retreat. Regarding implications, the report states that:
•

"In California, it is likely that a combination of hard engineering, soft
engineering, accommodation / adaptation, and retreat responses will be
considered to address sea level rise. There are situations where" each
response may be appropriate and well-suited. In all coastal projects, it is
important to recognize and accept that there will be changes in sea level and
in other coastal processes over time."

In addition to the three State of California guidelines, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
has released guidance, Engineering Circular No 1165-211 (USAGE 2009), stating that
the scenarios developed by the National Research Council (NRC) in 1987 should be
used in planning civil works projects potentially affected by sea level rise. Specifically,
the following scenarios should be used:
The current trend in sea level rise should be used as the "low sea level rise"
scenario. This is generally consistent with the "low rate of increase"
prediction above.
•

The modified NRC Curve I, which assumes 0.5 meters rise between 1986
and 2100, (20 inches between 2000 and 2100), should be used as the
"medium sea level rise" scenario.

•

The modified NRC Curve III, which assumes 1.5 meters rise between 1986
and 2100, (59 inches between 2000 and 2100), should be used as the "high
sea level rise" scenario. This is close to the California State Coastal
Conservancy (2009) guideline and the "highest rate of increase" prediction
above.

More rapid scenarios have been discussed in the scientific literature, particularly in light
of possible nonlinear effects such as instability of the Antarctic and Greenland Ice
Sheets_ The likelihood of these more rapid scenarios is unclear.
Moffatt & Nichol
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The potential impacts of sea-level rise on the beach and dune system are difficult to
quantify with any certainty. If the beach were treated as a simple sloped structure with
a 30:1 (horizontal to vertical) slope, then the waterline could move landward by as much
as 30 feet or more by the year 2050. However, since the beach is dynamic, it has the
ability to respond to water level changes and the results are rarely linear. In addition,
there is a dune at Broad Beach which further complicates the situation. It is clear,
however, that sea-level rise places the landside structures at additional and increasing
levels of risk, and should be considered a fundamental part of any design solution.
The primary effect of sea level rise on beaches is that the position of the shoreline will
retreat landward. In general, on beaches which have a slope of 10:1
(horizontal:vertical), each inch of sea level rise would result in 10 inches of beach
retreat (loss of beach width). For beaches which have a slope of 30:1, each inch of sea
level rise would result in 30 inches of beach retreat, i.e. the flatter beaches would
experience a greater amount of shoreline retreat. Based on the projected sea level rise
numbers above and assuming no modifications to the shoreline, future beach retreat
along LA area beaches was estimated for the range of scenarios (lower rate to highest
rate); these values are shown in Table 3-3.
Table

Beach Retreat Due to. Sea Level Rise Rates at Los. Angeles Area Beaches
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At Broad Beach, the foreshore beach slopes (area seaward of scarp face or edge of
dune) are close to 30:1. The distance between the existing high tide line (MHW) and
the back beach (edge of dune or edge of scarp face) is close to zero along much of the
Broad Beach shoreline, i.e. the high tide line is already at the back beach line. Based
on this and the sea level rise numbers in the table above, the scarp face would move
almost 30 feet landward by 2050 just due to sea level rise if no back beach shore
protection was in place.

3.2 Waves
Wave climate is the primary force for generating alongshore sediment transport and is
therefore a critical element of any study aiming to evaluate and quantify sediment
transport rates and associated change in beach sand volume and shoreline position.
Moffatt & Nichol
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This section provides a summary of the wave climate along Broad Beach and discusses
the wave data sources used to evaluate the regional and local historic beach
performance.
3.2.1 Wave Exposure

The southern exposure of Malibu and the proximity of the Channel Islands offshore limit
the direction from which potentially destructive storm waves can impinge upon the area.
The islands serve to create wave exposure windows, dissipating and reflecting wave
energy and thereby modifying the wave conditions along the mainland shoreline.
Upcoast shoreline features also serve to create wave exposure windows and refract
waves before they reach the Malibu area. Wave exposure windows for the Malibu
shoreline are illustrated Figure 3-1.
In general, there are three main types of waves which occur along the southern
California coast and which could occur through the Malibu wave exposure windows:
North Pacific swell, southern swell, and seas generated locally. The North Pacific swell
events are the most significant source of extreme waves in the region. The Broad
Beach area is exposed to North Pacific swell through the Santa Barbara Channel. Swell
from winter storms in the southern hemisphere reach California during the months of
May through October. These swells approach Malibu from the southwest, south, and
southeast, but are partially blocked by the Channel Islands. Additionally, the great
decay distances result in waves of low heights and long periods.

SI M 9- OW
P .4 H. Th
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Figure 3-1. Wave Exposure Windows at Broad Beach
Moffatt & Nichol
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Wave direction affects how the sand moves along the shoreline. Waves that travel
through the Santa Barbara Channel to Malibu from the west (North Pacific swell waves)
are especially effective at moving sand alongshore from west to east. South swells
arriving nearly straight onto the shore of Malibu are more effective at moving sand in a
cross-shore direction, either offshore to deeper water or onshore from deeper water.
Scripps Institution of Oceanography operates and maintains ocean monitoring stations
through the Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP). The closest CDIP monitoring
station to Broad Beach is CDIP Buoy 102 offshore of Point Dume in 365 meter water
depth. The significant wave heights and wave periods based on wave direction at this
buoy are shown in Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3 respectively.
Flick and O'Reilly (2008) studied wave exposure at Broad Beach based on the closest
NOAA wave buoy (Buoy 46025, approximately 33 miles northwest of Catalina Island).
Their study presented .wave transformation coefficients that can be used to determine
the relative wave height' at Broad Beach as a function .of the offshore wave period and
direction of wave travel. The study showed that Broad Beach is vulnerable to a broad
swath of southerly and south-westerly approaching waves. (from 170° to about 240 °)
where the refraction coefficients are close to I (high) or ever larger in a few instances.
Wave exposure falls off rapidly for essentially all wave periods for approach directions
north of about 260 °.

Moffatt & Nichol
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Figure 3-2. Significant Wave Height (Wave. Rose) Offshore of Point Dume (CDIP, 2010)
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Figure 3-3. Peak Wave Period (Period Rose) Offshore of Point Dume (CDIP, 2010)
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3.2.2 Extreme Waves
Flick and O'Reilly (2008) also noted a number of large wave events that stand out in the
NOAA wave buoy records. These include the maximum measured wave height of about
26 feet on January 19, 1988 and several other wave-storm events exceeding 20 feet.
Based on the NOAA wave buoy data from 1982 to 2001, the mean monthly wave
heights vaned by only 50% or so (range of 3.3 to 5 feet), whereas the seasonal variation
in the extreme wave heights varied by a factor of four (from —6.5 feet in July to 26 feet in
January). Extreme wave heights drop substantially to about 13 feet by April and May
each year, and stay that way on average through October.
El Nino conditions cause increased storminess and have historically increased the
frequency and intensity of higher local waves, increasing the severity of beach erosion
and coastal flooding. El Nina conditions occur on average every 2-5 years, and usually
last about 12 months. Strong El Nitios occur less frequently and they come in many
different varieties, with no two ever the same, (Flick, 2009). Whether and how waves
from any particular El Nino winter affect southern California is largely determined by the
tracks storms take as they travel from their generation regions in the western Pacific off
Asia toward the Eastern Pacific and North America. These tracks are determined by the
path of the mid-latitude jet stream, which depends on the relative positions of the North
Pacific high pressure system and the Aleutian low. About two-thirds of El Nitios are
associated with strong winter storm activity in southern California. (Flick, 2009)
El Winos have occurred most recently in 1982-83, 1986-87, 1991-92, 1994-95 and
1997-98, 2002-03, 2006-2007, and 2009/2010. The 1.997-98 was the strongest on
record and it developed more rapidly than any El Nino of the past 40 years. The 198283 El Nifio is also considered to be one of the most major recent storm events and
caused considerable damage along the coast of California.

3.2.3 Design. Wave for Shoreline Structures
The critical design case for shallow water shoreline structures is when wave breaking
takes place in front of the structure (CEM 2003). The maximum height of waves which
can break upon a shoreline structure is limited by the water depth fronting the structure.
The water depth varies over time based on tide levels and will increase with future sea
level rise. This analysis is based on this maximum depth-limited breaking wave height
which is defined as the "design wave height". Deep water waves exceeding the design
wave height will break offshore and dissipate much of their energy before they reach the
shoreline structure.
A statistical evaluation of extreme high water elevations was developed based on the
recorded annual extreme high water elevations obtained from the NOAA/NOS LA Outer
Harbor reference tide station (Table 3-4). The effect of future relative sea level rise must
also be included in the determination of the design water depth.
The extreme scour elevation is also required to determine the design water depth at the
toe of any potential shore protection device. Due to the variability of the sand elevations
from seasonal changes and storm events, it is difficult to predict with great accuracy the
depth of scour. But, based on experience in Southern California, a scour depth of 0 feet
Moffatt & Nichol
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MLLW is appropriate to reduce undermining. Therefore, scour depth at the toe of the
structure is estimated to reach the mean lower low water elevation.
Based on the probabilistic extreme high water elevations, sea level rise, and assumed
scour elevation, a range of potential design water depths was calculated, i.e. the low
end of the range was calculated based on a 5-year recurrence high water elevation with
a low rate sea level rise. A high end estimate was calculated based on a 100-year
recurrence high water elevation with the highest rate sea level rise.
Factors other than water depth which affect the maximum wave height are the incident
wave period and nearshore beach slope. Longer period waves will result in higher
design breaking waves (USAGE 1984). A design wave period, T, of 16 seconds was
selected as the design period to obtain the breaking wave height, as this represents the
average of the most frequently occurring storm-generated swell in this region. Based
on available beach profiles in the Broad Beach area, nearshore slopes ranged from
approximately 25:1 (horizontal:vertical) to 30:1.
Estimates of breaking wave heights were developed using methods described in the
Shore Protection Manual (USAGE 1984) and Coastal Engineering Manual (USACE
2003), for the range of potential design water depths. The results (range of potential
breaking wave heights) are shown in Table 3-4.
Table 3-4. Broad Beach Breaking Wave. Heights Range
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These large breaking wave heights are indicative of the relatively steep nearshore
profile fronting Broad Beach and the significant estimates of future sea level rise.
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3.3 Sediment Transport Rate Analysis
The preceding sections summarize existing and available data used to describe historic
and recent shoreline locations, the wave climate that plays an important role in the
shoreline dynamics, and the water level variations and projected future sea level rise
that can affect wave conditions and shoreline location. This section draws upon this
information and other data sources to conduct detailed analysis to quantify historic
shoreline changes and sediment transport rates which will be the key parametersiin the
development of a long-term shoreline restoration project.
The average Broad Beach volume changes relative to an arbitrary base are presented
in Figure 3-4 through Figure 3-6, and include the associated trendlines. Figure 3-4
shows the full 63-year data record. Figure 3-5 illustrates the trend over the past 41
years during which the beach was generally erosive. Figure 3-6 shows the most recent
five-year time period. By reviewing the, changes in volumes, as well as rates of change
in volume, trends in the sediment transport regime can be assessed. The earliest
switch from rise to fall in the volume of the littoral sediment lens appears to have
occurred ,in the late 1960s and 1970s. The peak was followed by a progressive loss
until the present. The trendlines indicate the following:
Figure 3-5: 1968-2009, 41 years of data - 20,000 cubic yards per year (cyy) loss.
• Figure 3-6: 2004-2009, 5 years of data - 35,000 cyy loss.
These trends indicate that there is a continuing pattern of erosion since the 1970s and
that the erosional trends are accelerating
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3.4 Summary
Sand loss estimates were developed based on the sum of two components of sand
loss: (1) the current "natural" loss rate projected into the future, and (2) the additional
loss due to beach widening (beach nourishment).
Between 1974 and 2009, approximately 600,000 cy of sand were lost at Broad Beach.
On average, the shoreline moved inland an average 65 feet. The greatest recession
occurred close to Lechuza Point and tapered off toward Trancas Creek. Once the sand
budget turned negative in 1974, the Broad Beach loss rate increased thereafter by
approximately 900 cyy. By 2009, the natural sand loss rate was about 35,000 cyy at
Broad Beach.
.

The Broad Beach shoreline is retreating because of a negative sand balance. Sea level
rise accounts for less than 5 percent of that imbalance. An analysis of wave
measurements and historical beach and shoreface data also argues against the notion
of a decades-long transport of hundreds of thousands of cubic yards offshore. Rather,
the sand imbalance is due to a positive longshore sand transport gradient. The analysis
indicates the gradient is either due to a reduction in sand supply entering around
Lechuza Point, or a change in the alongshore component of wave energy that increases
the amount leaving near Trancas Creek.
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4.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED PROJECT
4.1 Project Objectives

The objective of the Broad Beach Restoration Project is to design, permit, and
implement a long-term shoreline restoration program that provides erosion control and
property protection, with ancillary benefits of improved recreation and public access
opportunities, aesthetics, and environmental stewardship. The need for this project is a
result of a decade's long trend of shoreline erosion that has recently accelerated and
reached a critical point in which residential structures and onsite wastewater treatment
systems are threatened by coastal erosion and flooding. The major objectives of the
proposed project are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Protect existing homes, structures and other improvements including septic
systems along Broad Beach from coastal erosion;
Create and maintain a wide sandy beach backed by a restored dune system
similar to that which historically occurred along this reach of coastline;
Develop a cost-effective long-term plan for maintaining shore protection along
Broad Beach; and
Provide for enhanced public access along Broad Beach while maintaining
homeowner beach access and privacy.

4.2 Project Description

The proposed Project would include validation and permitting of the existing emergency
revetment, beach nourishment, and sand dune restoration. These elements, in addition
to a long-term maintenance plan, are summarized in this section and discussed in detail
in following sections.
As part of the long-term strategy for protection of homes and septic systems from
coastal erosion, the proposed Project seeks permanent approval of the emergency rock
revetment constructed in 2010, including permits by the city of Malibu and the CCC. If
approved, the revetment would remain in place and would be buried beneath a new
system of sand dunes located at the landward edge of the widened, nourished beach.
Additional nourishment is proposed to keep this shore protection structure buried over
approximately the next 20 years, unless severe beach erosion or other conditions
preclude maintaining sufficient beach width for protection. The revetment would serve
as a last line of defense against future severe erosion during extreme storm events.
The proposed Project would include the deposition of 600,000 cy of sand onto Broad
Beach creating a wide sandy beach backed by a system of sand dunes designed to
replicate the existing dunes at the east end of the project For beach nourishment and
dune restoration, sand would be dredged and transported from offshore Broad Beach
and from a site either off Dockweiler Beach in LA County or from a site outside Ventura
Harbor. The Project also includes future efforts to maintain the enlarged beach,
including annual or biannual backpassing of sand from the wide reach to the narrow
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reach of Broad Beach and one additional major renourishment event estimated to occur
10 years after completion of the initial nourishment and dune restoration.
4.3 Beach Nourishment Design
Beach nourishment is a proven method to stabilize or advance a shoreline against
erosion and protect threatened upland areas and is often called the "soft solution"
because it retains the environmental, recreational, and aesthetic aspects of the beach,
without hard structures. Beach nourishment projects constructed with larger volumes
and coarser materials tend to remain on the upper portion of the beach for longer time
periods. Smaller and finer-grained projects tend to disperse more rapidly and remain on
the upper beach for a shorter time period.
The advantages of beach nourishment are inherent in the "soft solution" description.
The beach remains as a recreational and environmental amenity to the site.
Nourishment allows the beach to adjust to different wave conditions and natural
seasonal variation. It can also be an economical solution if there is a readily available
source of sand from an inland location or if there is a local offshore sand source. The
general disadvantage of beach nourishment is that the beach remains vulnerable to
very large storms and it requires periodic maintenance to stabilize or advance the
shoreline position.
For purposes of beach and dune design, the beach nourishment plan for Broad Beach
was separated into three reaches (A, B, and C) based on environmental sensitivity. The
design of the beach nourishment was tailored to account for conditions within each
reach; therefore substantial variations in width, slope, and elevation occur across the
reaches as shown in Figure 4-1.
Reach A extends for 400 feet from Lechuza Point to 31502 Victoria Point Road, at or
near the home constructed on pilings over the beach. This reach includes the majority
of the area that supports environmentally sensitive rocky intertidal habitat, rocky
outcrops, offshore reef and associated surf grass and kelp habitats. Reach A was
designed to have a higher beach berm and narrower beach footprint to be protective of
sensitive intertidal and nearshore rocky habitat. Reach B extends approximately 500
feet east of Reach A from 31500 Victoria Point Road to 31418 Broad Beach Road and
includes the transition between the environmentally sensitive rocky habitat areas to less
constrained sandy beach and intertidal areas. Reach C includes the majority of the
Project area and extends for approximately 5,000 feet east from 31412 Broad Beach
Road to the east end of the site just upcoast of Trancas Creek and supports less
sensitive sandy beach and intertidal habitats.
The top of the existing emergency rock revetment would be buried beneath up to 8 feet
of sand; currently exposed foundations, seawalls and pilings of homes on the west end
of the beach would be covered by sand. Depending o n location, the profile of the new
dry sand beach berm would be roughly 12 to 17 feet above MLLW or existing low tide
winter sand levels. The new post-construction dry sand beach berm would extend
seaward of the dunes by 65 to 110 feet. At its widest point, the combined new beach
_
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and dune system would extend for 250 feet seaward from approximately the top of the
existing revetment to surf zone on the face of beach berm.
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Figure 4-1. Dune Restoration & Beach Nourishment Sections

4.4 Sand Sources
Two main types of sand sources exist, one from offshore, and the other from the
upland. Typically, offshore ocean sand sources can provide high quality marine sand at
a relatively low overall cost, with minimal environmental impact. Upland sediment
sources can also provide sandy beach compatible material, which may be more
immediately available than offshore sand, but which may also lead to increased impacts
Moffatt & Nichol
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and costs from trucking. Upland sand is typically found behind dams, at quarries, at
flood control sites in rivers and detention basins, and at certain alluvial deposits.
Three primary offshore sand sources would potentially be used for the proposed
Project: one for fine-grained sand and two for beach-quality coarser grain sand. A total
of 600,000 cy of sand would be dredged and placed at Broad Beach. Of this,
approximately 100,000 cy would be fine-grained sand dredged from Central Trancas
offshore Broad Beach and placed as new sand dune habitat. Approximately 500,000 cy
would be dredged either off Dockweiler Beach or adjacent to Ventura Harbor and
placed as beach nourishment.
The dune sand at the Central Trancas site will be dredged from a deposit of fine-grained
sand located in a water depth range between 45 and 60 feet approximately 0.25 mile
offshore of the eastern segment of Broad Beach, shown in Figure 4-2. This existing
sediment deposit stretches for approximately 3.4 miles along the coast from Lechuza
Point east to Point Dume and is roughly 1 mile wide. Dredging would be confined to
approximately 40 acres which would be excavated to a depth of 10 feet using a hopper
dredge. This material is chemically clean and compatible with those materials found on
the Broad Beach. Grain size analysis of the Central Trancas material indicates the
deposit consists of mostly fine to very fine sand with an average grain size between
0.12 to 0.15 mm. Since this material is well below the ideal grain size for beach
nourishment this material will be used only for dune restoration.
Sand for beach nourishment should be of a larger grain size in order to better resist
erosion. Two locations have been identified .as being suitable and available for use in
the proposed Project. The primary site is approximately 115 acres in area located in 40
to 50 feet of water depth off Dockweiler Beach near Marina del Rey, approximately 23
miles to the south. This site is shown in Figure 4-3. A secondary source of beach
nourishment sand is located in the shoal area immediately outside Ventura Harbor, 36
miles to the north,
Results from the sediment sampling, and analysis show that the material from the
Dockweiler borrow site are chemically clean and physically compatible with the
receiving beach for beach nourishment. The material is ideal for beach nourishment in
that the material is coarser than the existing beach sand (mean grain size approximately
0.5mm) so it will remain in place longer after placement, and the fines content matches
the fines composition of the dry beach (<1% fines). The Project proposes to utilize
Dockweiler North and possibly the northern half of Dockweiler South (if needed) as the
borrow area for 500,000 cy of beach nourishment material.
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Figure 4-2. Central Trancas Sand Source Location
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Figure 4-3. Dockweiler Sand Source Location
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4.5 Beach Fill and Dune Restoration Construction
This section provides a general description of the construction methods associated with
a beach nourishment project. Construction for the proposed Project is proposed to
involve the following sequence of events — some of the tasks may occur concurrently:
•
•

•
•
•

Dredging the offshore borrow sites with either a clamshell dredge, hopper dredge
or cutterhead suction dredge;
Transporting the sand via hopper or scow to Broad Beach and pumping sand
through floating/submerged discharge lines to the beach (use of booster pumps
as necessary);
Discharging the sand at Broad Beach within training dikes;
Redistributing the sand as needed with earthmoving equipment, such as
bulldozers, and grading the beach fills to required dimensions; and
Annual redistribution of the sand as needed from the wide reach of the beach to
the narrow reach using heavy equipment such as scrapers and bull dozers.

Major beach nourishment and dune restoration construction activity is estimated to
extend over a period of four months beginning in October 2012. Dredging would occur
throughout that time, first with beach sand being dredged. from Dockweiler Beach or
Ventura Harbor, and secondly dune sand being dredged from offshore of Broad. Beach.
Earthwork activities will occur along Broad Beach simultaneous with the dredging
activity to shape the beach and dune to the correct dimensions. Planting, fencing,
signage, and placement of temporary irrigation systems within the dunes will be the final
tasks of the Project, extending into early 2013.
Beach nourishment operations would include the use of dredge vessels to dredge
sediment from the offshore borrow sites and transfer the sediment to Broad Beach. The
contractor may use one or more of several different dredges and transport vessels
depending on the chosen sand source and equipment availability. Some of the options
for dredge vessels are described below.
Clamshell. dredge:
This type of dredge could
potentially be used to obtain sand from the Ventura
Harbor site. Barge clamshell dredges are not selfpropelled and would therefore need a small tugboat
to maneuver within the channel. From a barge, the
operation would begin when the bucket assembly,
attached by a long arm (up to 100 feet) is lowered, in
the open position, into the water and allowed to
settle into the seafloor to collect sediments. As the
dredge operator pulls the bucket up, it closes on the
sediment, pulling out up to 5 cy of water-sediment
mix. The dredge operator can then deposit the
water-sediment mix onto a scow (see below) for
transport to the receiver beach.

Moffatt & Nichol
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Cutterhead suction dredge: This type of dredge
could potentially be used to obtain the fine-grained
sand from the Trancas deposit offshore Broad Beach
or coarse-grained beach-quality sand from the
Dockweiler offshore site. In the event that sand is
delivered to offshore Broad Beach from a scow (see
below), this dredge could also be used to transfer
that sand to the beach. A cutterhead suction dredge
is a self-propelled vessel that uses a long arm to
extend down to the sea floor to dredge sediment. A
cutterhead dredge breaks up sediment material
along the seafloor, then uses a vacuum mechanism
to suck sediment into an intake line and pump it
directly to shore, or a transport vessel, through a
discharge line.

A cutterhead suction dredge (a cutter-.
head is shown here) would potentially
be used to obtain fine-grained sand
from the Trancas deposit and beachquality sand from the Ventura Harbor
site.
.

For the fine-grained sand at Trancas, the cutterhead
dredge would anchor above the borrow site while its arm swings back and forth to
dredge up sediment. It would then pump a mixture of sediment and sea .water through a
floating discharge line directly onto Broad Beach. The discharge line would be
assembled afloat, connected to the cutterhead suction dredge, and pulled to land by
tugboats, or assembled on land and dragged offshore to the dredge by tugboat. Unlike
the hopper dredge, the cutterhead dredge would remain off of Broad Beach at the
dredge site for the entire operation while pipelines carry the material. If the cutterhead
suction dredge were used at the Ventura Harbor site for coarse-grained sand, it would
pump the dredged sand into a scow for transport to Broad Beach.
,

Hopper. dredge: This type of dredge may be preferable for obtaining beach-quality
sand from the Dockweiler site due to the distance between the source and receiver
sites. The hopper dredge is a self-propelled vessel
that loads sediment from an offshore borrow site,
then moves to a receiver site for sand placement.
The hopper dredge contains one or two large dragarms that move along the ocean floor and collect
sediment. The drag heads are about 10 feet
square. The hopper dredge moves along the ocean
surface with its arms extended, making passes
back and forth until its hull is fully loaded with
sediment. The vessel can hold approximately 2,000
to 5,000 cy of sediment per load, depending on
A hopper dredge could potentially be
which vessel is selected. The hopper dredge has
used at both the Dockweiler site for
the ability to dump the collected sediment out the
beach-quality sand and at the Trancas
deposit for dune sand.
bottom of the hull, or it can be pumped out.
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Dredge discharge pipeline to beach: The dredge discharge line would either be
floating or placed on the beach. During the operation, floating pipeline segments would
be subject to weather and wave conditions. If substantial wave action is anticipated, any
floating pipe would be temporarily dismantled until suitable wave conditions returned.
The pipeline could then be temporarily
staged along the beach and reconstructed
once wave conditions allow. Coordination
with the U.S. Coast Guard would be a critical
component of floating pipeline placement.
Onshore pipeline segments would be placed
along the toe of the revetment. The
discharge line would be placed on top of the
existing sand or cobbles and be buried at
intervals to provide for pipe anchoring and for
beach access to the public. Areas of active
construction (e.g., training dikes, or where
Offshore dredge pipelines would come
sand is redistributed by earthmoving
straight ashore through the surf zone and
equipment) would be cordoned off from the
would be exposed to wave action.
public with signs. Construction crews would
also be on-site to monitor the construction site to prohibit public access. All other areas
of the discharge line would be open to public use. Maintenance of the discharge line
would occur as necessary. The line may be affected by waves and tides and may
periodically require added support, protection, or relocation. Earthmoving equipment
and cranes may be used to maintain onshore portions of pipeline. More frequent line
maintenance than typical may be required for the onshore line at Broad Beach as little
room exists for line placement and protection at this site
.

Placement of dredged materials: Training dikes would be constructed to reduce
turbidity and aid in the retention of pumped sand at receiving beaches. The training dike
system would consist of two dikes—one that is perpendicular to the beach connected to
one that is parallel to the beach, forming an "L" with the long end parallel to shore. Sand
would be placed at a single discharge point behind (i.e., landward of) the dikes. The
material coming from the dredge material discharge pipeline would be a slurry mix of
sand and water. The dikes would be used to direct the flow of the discharge and slow
the velocity of the slurry effluent, thereby allowing more sediment to settle onto the
beach instead of remaining in suspension and being transported back into the surf
zone. Given how little sand currently exists at the Broad Beach site, an initial quantity of
sand would need to be discharged on the highest portion of the beach at low tide before
training dikes could be constructed.
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Beaches would be formed by deposition of sand from the dredge discharge line within
the training dikes. Sand would be
graded and spread along the beach to
the dimensions of the beach fill plan
using two bulldozers. The dozers and
one crane may be used to
progressively move the discharge
pipeline along the beach as the fill is
placed and the beach fill is lengthened.
Sand placement around storm drain
outlets would be designed to allow
proper drainage. The dune would
most likely be formed by deposition of
sand from the dredge discharge line
within a raised and diked containment
system. Sand would be graded and
spread over the existing revetment on
the east and up against existing
Dredged sand would be pumped onto the beach
foundations and seawalls in the west
within training dikes, in order to capture sand and
to a 60- to 80-foot wide dune field of 15
minimize the amount of turbidity in coastal waters.
to 20 feet in height using smaller
bulldozers.
4.6 Objective Triggers for Backpassing

Based on the beach erosion experienced during the last several El Nino winter seasons
and the trends identified in the historic shoreline assessment, certain triggers for
initiation of beach management actions need to be established to eliminate the need for
future "emergency" shore protection projects, as well as equalize the benefit of the
beach nourishment project over the entire length. The goal of these triggers would be to
identify when beach erosion is reaching a point that threatens project benefits (e.g.,
protection of private property) and to permit sufficient time to implement management
actions to maintain these benefits.
,

Specifics regarding the beach monitoring that will be implemented to determine a
"trigger for backpassing" are as follows:
•

Monthly measurement of the dry sand beach width (from the back of beach to the
edge of the dry sand "towel area") at five locations (reference Figure 4-4):
o East end — 30756 Broad Beach Road
o East-central reach — 30916 Broad Beach Road
o Central reach — 31108 Broad Beach Road
o West-central reach — 31324 Broad Beach Road
o West end — 31506/31504 Victoria Point Road

•

Semi-annual (spring and fall) beach profile surveys, measured from the back of
the dune seaward to a water depth of approximately 40 feet.
Moffatt & Nichol
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• Estimation of the rate and trend of beach width change at each of the
measurement points for one year prior to construction and continually after
construction for 10 years.
,

Figure 4 4. Beach Monitoring Stations
-

Backpassing should be implemented when any one reach of the beach becomes
narrower than required for shore protection, while other reaches of the beach are
concurrently widening and/or holding sufficiently greater volume of sand than the narrow
reach.
In one scenario, the western end of the beach has narrowed but the eastern end
contains sufficient sand volume. An objective trigger to quantify this situation is
described as follows: the point in time when the averaged dry sand beach width at
31324 Broad Beach Road and 31506/31504 Victoria Point Road ("western average")
reaches 50 feet or less for 6 consecutive months. Simultaneously, the averaged width
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of the eastern dry sand beach at 30756 Broad Beach Road and 30916 Broad Beach
Road ("eastern average") is a minimum of 25 feet wider than the western end.
In another scenario, the eastern end of the beach has narrowed but the western end
contains sufficient sand volume. The objective trigger for this situation is determined
when the eastern average dry beach width is 50 feet or less for 6 consecutive months,
while the western average dry sand beach width is a minimum of 25 feet wider than the
eastern end.
Since the net direction of sand movement (littoral drift) is to the east, it is anticipated
that the predominant backpassing operation will be from east (surplus) toward the west
(deficit). Backpassing sand the other direction from west to east may result in more
rapid loss .of sand from Broad Beach toward the east if conditions of eastward sand
transport predominate over time.
The primary functions of sand backpassing are two-fold: (1) Equalize the benefit of the
sand beach over the entire project length; and (2) extend the life of this significant
investment by retaining the sand longer within the Broad Beach project limits.
4.7 Sand backpassing operation

.

Backpassing would involve the use
of heavy equipment (e.g., scrapers,
bulldozers) to excavate sand from
the down drift "sand rich" segment of
Broad Beach and its transport back
up drift to the eroding reach of Broad
Beach. If the longshore sand
transport pattern at Broad Beach
remains in its current state of west to
east transport, the source beach
would be in the vicinity of Trancas
Creek and the receiver beach would
be in the vicinity of Lechuza Point. If
the pattern reverses, sand will
naturally accumulate near Lechuza
Point and elsewhere on Broad
Beach making backpassing
unnecessary.
Backpassing is proposed to extend
the practical lifetime of this beach
nourishment project by recycling
sand back upcoast and reduce or
eliminate exposure of the revetment.
It is anticipated that backpassing will
occur on an annual or biannual
basis over the next 20 years

Sand backpassing operations such as this one in Long
Beach typically involve the use of bulldozers and
scrapers to excavate sand from wider down drift areas
for movement up drift to narrow eroded beaches.
Backpassing at Broad Beach would occur in alternate
years and involve movement of approximately 25,000
cubic yards of sand from the Beach's east to west end.
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resulting in an estimated 20 to 40 backpassing events over the life of this project.
Backpassing is less expensive, and generally less environmentally intrusive and
requires less time than small-scale nourishment from either onshore sources via
trucking due to high unit cost or from offshore dredging due to equipment mobilization
costs. This process is a fairly common practice and regularly takes place at southern
California beaches in Long Beach, Seal Beach, and Newport Beach.

5.0 SUMMARY DISCUSSION OF PROJECT BENEFITS
The primary purpose of the Project is to provide the benefit of shoreline restoration and
protection of coastal property from damages related to shoreline erosion and resulting
direct exposure to high water levels and storm waves. These benefits are achieved by
restoring the historically wide sandy beach and dune system exemplified by Broad
Beach of the early 1970s.
Implementation, maintenance, and protection of these improvements provide a special
benefit to all property owners within the project area. Property owners derive special
benefit based in direct proportion to their respective beach frontage. Although volumes
of sand placement may differ from time to time on each parcel, the dynamic nature of
beach erosion, subsequent sand transport, and the anticipated backpassing
maintenance renders the environment within the project boundaries as a semi-closed,
discrete system in which special benefit is derived based on proportional beach
frontage. Therefore, owners with greater beach frontage derive greater special benefit
than owners with lesser beach frontage. The proposed improvements combined with
the anticipated regular backpassing activities equalize the special benefit derived by
properties within the project area based on pro rata length of beachfront per assessed
parcel.
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RECORD INFORMATION
THE CENTERLINES, RIGHTS—OF—WAY. AND PROPERTY LINES
SHOWN HERON ARE BASED ON THE FOLLOWING RECORD MAPS
AS FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY
RECORDER:
TRACT NO. 12314
TRACT NO. 12909
TRACT NO. 31986
TRACT NO. 32003
TRACT NO. 25166
RECORD OF SURVEY
F.M. 11698-1
F.M. 11260-2

BOOK 2.32
BOOK 263
BOOK 1081
BOOK 1051
BOOK 695
BOOK 76

PAGES 23-24
PAGES 37-38
PAGES 78-79
PAGES 28-29
PAGES 29-31
PAGES 20-21
PAGES Al—A8
PAGES Al—A13

DEEDS REFERENCED AS XX—XXXXXXX INDICATE RECORDED
INSTRUMENT NUMBER IN THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY RECORDERS
OFFICE.
A 60—FOOT STRIP OF LAND DESCRIBED IN DEEDS RECORDED IN
BOOK 21735, PAGE 135 AND BOOK 21722, PAGE 190,
FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY RECORDER
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NOTICE OF ADOPTION OF RESOLUTION BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
THE BROAD BEACH GEOLOGIC HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT
February 5, 2012 Hearing on Proposed Assessment - CANCELLED
March 11, 2012 Hearing on Proposed Assessment - NEW DATE

On September 12, 2011, the Malibu City Council adopted Resolution No. 11-41,
approving and ordering the formation of the Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District
and appointing the following five landowners to act as the initial Board of Directors of the
GHAD ("GRAD Board"): Steven Levitan, Zan Marquis, Norton Kamo, Marshall Grossman and
Jeff Lotman.
On November 6, 2011, the GRAD Board approved the Plan of Control for GHAD. The
Plan of Control describes the improvements to be implemented by the GHAD in addition to its
other responsibilities and obligations.
On December 11, 2011, the GHAD Board adopted Resolution No. 2011/05 declaring its
intention to impose a proposed assessment on the property within the GHAD boundaries and
fixing a public hearing on February 5, 2012 to consider adoption of this proposed assessment.
The February 5, 2012 hearing is cancelled and a new hearing is scheduled for March 11, 2012 as
described below.
Since the commencement of the proposed assessment balloting in accordance with
Resolution No. 2011/05, it has been learned and determined that surveying errors affecting four
(4) parcels and, in the aggregate, 1 foot of linear footage within the GHAD exist in the
Assessment Diagram attached as Exhibit "E" to the Engineer's Report dated December 7, 2011
(the Engineer's Report dated December 7, 2011 was attached to Resolution No. 2011/05 as
Exhibit "1" and also attached to the Notice of Adoption of Resolution by the Board of the
Directors of the Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District ("Previous Notice") circulated
to the property owners within the GRAD on or about December 16, 2011). The GHAD has
since commissioned and received a report from an expert, independent third-party surveying firm
retained by the GHAD which confirms the survey method and beach frontage findings as
specified in the attached revised Engineer's Report dated January 18, 2012. The proposed
assessment is based on the amount of linear beach footage owned by each property owner within
the GHAD.
On January 22, 2012, the GHAD Board adopted Resolution No. 2012/01, which
supersedes Resolution No. 2011/05, thereby declaring its intent to order the proposed assessment
to be based on the revised Engineer's Report dated January 18, 2012 and revised Assessment
Diagram attached as Exhibit E to the revised Engineer's Report and sets a new GHAD Board
hearing for March 11, 2012 to consider the proposed assessment.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that:

LA 8517686v1

On January 22, 2012, the GHAD Board adopted Resolution No. 2012/01, which
supersedes Resolution No. 2011/05 in total. This Notice of Adoption of Resolution by the Board
of Directors of the Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District ("Notice") is based on
Resolution No. 2012/01 and, among other points, specifies the process for voting on the
proposed assessment.
The total yearly estimated budget as set forth in the attached Engineer's Report is
$2,487,200. If the proposed assessment is adopted, it is anticipated that each parcel you own will
be assessed a maximum of $400 per linear foot per year, for a total proposed assessment of
plus an annual adjustment to reflect the percentage change in the Los Angeles
Metropolitan Area Consumers Price Index for All Urban Consumers. The proposed assessment
for each parcel will be levied beginning in 2012 and will continue in subsequent years, and may
be subject to a supplemental assessment by the taxing authority for the remaining portion of the
2011/2012 tax year. Unless the GHAD is terminated, the proposed assessment will remain in
place in perpetuity. However, the GRAD Board may determine to levy less than the maximum
amount for a period of time or choose not to levy at all for a period of time.
The Engineer's Report for the GHAD, attached hereto, was prepared by a registered
engineer certified in the State of California, and describes in detail the reason for the proposed
assessment and the basis upon which the amount of the proposed assessment was calculated.
The Engineer's Report specifically sets forth the yearly estimated budget, the total proposed
assessment that will be chargeable to the entire GHAD territory, the beach frontage calculation
of each parcel of property that forms the basis of the proposed assessment for that parcel, a
description of the method used in formulating the proposed assessment, and the rationale for the
proposed assessment. The GHAD has also received a report from an expert, independent thirdparty surveying firm retained by the GRAD which confirms the survey method and beach
frontage findings as specified in the Assessment Diagram contained within the Engineer's Report
(See, Assessment Diagram, Exhibit "E" to the Engineer's Report). A copy of the Engineer's
Report and the report from the independent third-party surveyor are also available for inspection
at the office of the GRAD Clerk, Barbara Hamm, do Marquis Property Company, 29169
Heathercliff Road, #212, Malibu, CA 90265.
The GHAD Board will conduct a public hearing on the proposed assessment and
any protests against the proposed assessment on March 11, 2012 at 1:00 p.m. at 30756
Pacific Coast Highway, Malibu, CA 90265.

The following paragraphs provide the procedures for returning and tabulating the ballots:
A copy of this Notice, a sealable Ballot, return envelope, and the
1.
Engineer's Report has been sent to each of the property owners within the GRAD. This Notice,
Ballot, and return envelope are distinct in color from those provided to you in December 2011.
The Ballot may be completed and mailed or hand delivered to GRAD Clerk, c/o Marquis
Property Company, 29169 Heathercliff Road, #212, Malibu, CA 90265, or may be submitted at
the public hearing on March 11, 2012. Upon casting your vote, please return the colored
Ballot in the colored envelope provided to you (please do not use a white envelope or a
copied white Ballot). The Ballot may be withdrawn or changed at any time prior to the
conclusion of the public testimony on the proposed assessment at the public hearing.
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Proposed assessment Ballots shall remain sealed until the tabulation of the
2.
Ballots commences at the conclusion of the public hearing on March 11, 2012. Immediately
after the public hearing on the proposed assessment, the GHAD Clerk shall tabulate the ballots.
In tabulating the ballots, the ballots shall be weighted according to the proportional financial
obligation of the affected property; here, the proportional financial obligation of the affected
properties is governed by the amount of linear beach frontage owned by each property owner
within the GHAD. At the March 11, 2012 hearing, the GHAD Board shall consider any
objections or protests to the proposed assessment and certify the tabulation of the ballots. The
GHAD Board shall not impose the proposed assessment if there is a majority protest. A majority
protest exists if, upon conclusion of the hearing, weighted ballots submitted in opposition to the
proposed assessment exceed the weighted ballots submitted in favor of the proposed assessment.
3.
Inquires regarding the proposed assessment may be made by mail or
telephone to the GHAD Clerk, Barbara Hamm, c/o Marquis Property Company, 29169
Heathercliff Road, #212, Malibu, CA 90265, phone at (310) 457-3606.
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EXHIBIT "4"
DRAFT
BALLOT
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BALLOT

Frontage
(feet)

Identification of Parcel(s): [PARCEL NO.] and commonly
known as [STREET ADDRESS], Malibu, California 90265

Record(s) Owner:

2012
Annual
GHAD
Assessment

[NAME OF 11 l'LE RECORD HOLDER]

Yes, 1/we approve the proposed annual benefit assessment
described in the attached Notice on the property described by,the
parcel numbers identified in this Ballot.

,

No, Uwe do not approve the proposed annual beilefit
assessment described in the attached Notice on the property
described by the parcel numbers identified in this Ballot.'

Signature of Record Owner or Authorized
RepresentatiVe of the above-identified pud)
7ENAME OF RECORD OWNER]

signing above, I hereby declare under
mity that I arn/we are the record owner of
the parcel(s) above.

A
Mail or deliver sealed Ba
Clerk of
x DuectdrsBroacIll*ch Geolo
azard A atment
Dict
cfaMar,,quis Property Co any, Ltd.
291&) Htathercliff Road, 4212
Malibu,'CA, 90265
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